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Abstract
We review E6p6q exceptional field theory with a particular emphasis on the embedding
of type IIB supergravity, which is obtained by picking the GLp5q ˆ SLp2q invariant
solution of the section constraint. We work out the precise decomposition of the E6p6q
covariant fields on the one hand and the Kaluza-Klein-like decomposition of type IIB
supergravity on the other. Matching the symmetries, this allows us to establish the
precise dictionary between both sets of fields. Finally, we establish on-shell equivalence.
In particular, we show how the self-duality constraint for the four-form potential in type
IIB is reconstructed from the duality relations in the off-shell formulation of the E6p6q
exceptional field theory.
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1 Introduction
One of the most intriguing aspects of maximal supergravity is the emergence of exceptional sym-
metry groups upon compactification on tori [1]. For instance, compactifying 11-dimensional or
type II supergravity to D “ 5 one obtains a rigid (continuous) E6p6q symmetry [2]. Although
these symmetries are understood as the supergravity manifestations of the (discrete) U-dualities
of string-/M-theory [3], from the point of view of conventional Riemannian geometry they are
deeply mysterious. In fact, except for certain ‘geometric subgroups’, the exceptional groups
cannot be understood from the symmetries present in the conventional formulation of super-
gravity, although there is a reformulation of D “ 11 supergravity due to de Wit and Nicolai
in which the compact subgroup SUp8q Ă E7p7q is manifest [4]. Over the decades this has
led to various proposals of how to extend or embed the higher-dimensional theories in a way
that explains the emergence of exceptional symmetries [5–11], but the complete formulation
of such a theory, in the following called ‘exceptional field theory’, was only found quite re-
cently [12–15], using insights from ‘double field theory’ [16–21], subsequent generalizations to
U-duality groups [22–25], and extended geometry [26–29], an extension of the ‘generalized ge-
ometry’ of [30, 31] to the case of exceptional duality groups. Here we will review the E6p6q
exceptional field theory with a particular emphasis on the explicit embedding of type IIB su-
pergravity. The exceptional field theories in higher dimensions have been constructed in [32–34]
and the supersymmetric completions have been given in [35,36].
The formulation of exceptional field theory (EFT) is based on an extended spacetime that
‘geometrizes’ the exceptional U-duality group. Specifically, in the E6p6q EFT all fields depend
on 5 ` 27 coordinates pxµ, YM q, where µ, ν “ 0, . . . , 4, while lower and upper indices M,N “
1, . . . , 27 label the (inequivalent) fundamental representations 27 and 2¯7 of E6p6q, respectively.
All functions on this extended space are subject to a covariant ‘section constraint’ or ‘strong
constraint’ that implies that locally the fields only live on a ‘physical slice’ of the extended
space. In the present case this constraint can be written in terms of the invariant symmetric
d-symbol dMNK that E6p6q admits as
dMNKBNBKA “ 0 , dMNKBNA BKB “ 0 , (1.1)
for arbitrary functions A,B on the extended space. In particular, this constraint holds for all
fields and gauge parameters. It was shown in [12] that this constraint allows for (at least) two
inequivalent solutions, in analogy to the type II double field theory [37,38]. First, breaking E6p6q
to GLp6q the constraint is solved by fields depending on 6 internal coordinates, and we recover
the spacetime of 11-dimensional supergravity. Second, breaking E6p6q to GLp5q ˆ SLp2q the
constraint is solved by fields depending on 5 internal coordinates, and we recover the spacetime
of type IIB supergravity. Indeed, upon picking one of these solutions one obtains a theory
with the field content and symmetries of D “ 11 or type IIB supergravity, respectively, but
in a non-standard formulation. These formulations are obtained from the standard ones by
splitting the coordinates and tensor fields a la Kaluza-Klein, however, without truncating the
coordinate dependence, as pioneered by de Wit and Nicolai [4]. The full embedding of D “ 11
supergravity into EFT has been given in detail in [12]. In this article we provide all the details
for the embedding of the type IIB theory.
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In order to illustrate this formulation, an instructive analogy is the ADM formulation of, say,
four-dimensional gravity, in which one singles out a ‘time direction’, i.e., performs a 1` 3 split,
and realizes spacetime as a one-dimensional foliation of three-geometries. One can similarly
view the generalized spacetime of the E6p6q EFT as a five-dimensional foliation of a (generalized
and extended) 27-dimensional geometry. However, an important difference is that the total 32-
dimensional space cannot be viewed as a conventional manifold, because the gauge symmetries
of EFT are governed by generalized external and internal diffeomorphisms satisfying an algebra
that differs from the standard diffeomorphism algebra. Although the total space does not
have a conventional geometrical interpretation, for the physical slices corresponding to the
D “ 11 or type IIB solutions of the section constraint, describing inequivalent subspaces of
the extended space, the generalized diffeomorphisms of EFT reduce to conventional 10 or 11-
dimensional diffeomorphisms plus tensor gauge transformations, thereby reconstructing the
physical spacetimes in terms of five-dimensional foliations.
Concretely, the E6p6q EFT has the following field content, with all fields depending on the
5` 27 coordinates pxµ, YM q,
gµν , MMN , Aµ
M , BµνM . (1.2)
Here gµν is the external, five-dimensional metric,MMN is the generalized internal metric, while
the tensor fields Aµ
M and BµνM describe off-diagonal field components that encode, in par-
ticular, the interconnection between the external and internal generalized geometries. Upon
breaking the E6p6q covariance by solving the section constraint, imposing that all fields depend
only on a particular subset of the internal coordinates YM , one can decompose the above fields
in terms of their components. Modulo field redefinitions, these can then be interpreted as ten-
sor fields with conventional gauge transformations. In this regime, and truncated to the purely
‘internal’ fields encoded in MMN , this formulation can be thought of as implementing what
is sometimes referred to as extended or exceptional generalized geometry, which formally com-
bines conventional tensors of different types into larger objects viewed as sections of extended
tangent bundles [26, 27]. For each solution of the section constraint we may thus reinterpret
EFT as realizing a generalized geometry (enlarged, however, by including all ‘external’ and
‘off-diagonal’ fields in (1.2) and dependence on external coordinates xµ), without additional
unphysical coordinates. Why, then, do we insist on introducing seemingly unphysical coordi-
nates, together with a constraint that eliminates most of them, as opposed to simply picking a
solution from the start? Let us summarize several reasons why it is beneficial to work on such
an extended space.
• The theory is manifestly Edpdq covariant provided it is written with the extended deriva-
tives BM properly transforming in the fundamental representation. For instance, the fields
couple to the derivatives as in Aµ
MBM . Thus, only this framework makes manifest the
emergence of the Edpdq symmetry upon toroidal reduction by simply setting BM “ 0.
• By defining EFT on the extended space we simultaneously cover D “ 11 supergravity and
type IIB supergravity (and all of their Kaluza-Klein descendants). These are obtained by
putting different solutions of the section constraint, which then determines, for instance,
which field components in Aµ
MBM survive for which set of coordinates. In this way it is
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possible to describe in one single framework D “ 11 and type IIB supergravity, which are
inequivalent theories and so would correspond to two different generalized geometries.
• Although the coordinates beyond those of supergravity are unphysical, at least in the
currently understood formulation due to the strong form of the section constraint, in the
full string theory they are actually physical and real. More precisely, at least for the
T-duality subgroup Opd ´ 1, d ´ 1q Ă Edpdq we known from closed string field theory on
toroidal backgrounds that the string field depends on momentum and winding coordinates,
subject to the level-matching constraint that allows for a simultaneous dependence on all
coordinates. It is thus unavoidable that eventually we come to terms with such extended
spaces, and so it appears highly significant that much of this extended geometry is already
visible at the level of the presently known EFT that essentially encodes supergravity.
Other than of conceptional interest, the manifestly covariant formulation of EFT has proven
a rather powerful tool in order to describe consistent truncations of the standard supergravi-
ties, in particular for sphere and hyperboloid compactifications in terms of generalized Scherk-
Schwarz reductions [39], see [25,40–48] for earlier related work. This is remarkable, for although
in these backgrounds there is no longer a physical Edpdq symmetry, the corresponding compact-
ifications can be encoded very efficiently in terms of Edpdq-valued twist matrices. The twist
matrices take a universal form that is applicable to both solutions of the section constraint, so
that, for instance, one covers in one stroke the sphere compactifications of D “ 11 supergravity,
such as AdS4ˆS7 [49] and AdS7ˆS4 [50], the AdS5ˆS5 compactification of type IIB, together
with all their non-compact cousins, predicted in [51]. In terms of the conventional formulation,
this consistency requires a number of seemingly miraculous identities, suggesting the presence
of an underlying larger structure — the extended geometry of EFT. Combining the expressions
for the E6p6q-valued twist matrices together with the explicit dictionary of the type IIB em-
bedding into E6p6q EFT that we provide in this paper, allows to straightforwardly derive the
non-linear reduction formulas for the full set of IIB fields on the sphere S5 and hyperboloid
Hp,q backgrounds. We give that result in [52].
This review article is organized as follows. In sec. 2 we briefly review the manifestly E6p6q
covariant formulation, introducing generalized diffeomorphisms and the tensor hierarchy gov-
erning one- and two-forms. This construction is completely rigid in that the theory is uniquely
determined by invariance under the bosonic gauge symmetries, i.e., internal and external gen-
eralized diffeomorphisms. In particular, nowhere is it necessary to refer to 11-dimensional or
type IIB supergravity. The latter only emerge upon choosing a solution of the section con-
straint. In [13] it was shown in detail how D “ 11 supergravity, in a 5` 6 split of coordinates
and tensor fields, is embedded in the E6p6q EFT. For the IIB theory, one can argue on general
grounds that its embedding into EFT is guaranteed by the match of symmetries. In fact, it
is easy to see that EFT yields the same field content as type IIB in the 5 ` 5 splitting, and
we will show explicitly in sec. 3 that the EFT gauge algebra contains the full 10-dimensional
diffeomorphism algebra. Together with the fact that both theories can be supersymmetrized
and reduce to the same 5-dimensional theory, it follows that EFT reduces to type IIB for the
appropriate solution of the section constraint. To be very explicit, in this article we work out
the precise embedding formulas for IIB into EFT. To this end, we perform the Kaluza-Klein
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decomposition of type IIB without truncation in sec. 4 and then establish the full dictionary
with EFT in sec. 5. In particular, we will show how the duality constraints in EFT allow one to
reconstruct the 3- and 4-forms that are not among the fundamental fields of EFT but of course
are present in type IIB. Finally, we review the generalized Scherk-Schwarz compactifications
in sec. 6, which reduces the consistent embedding of five-dimensional gauged supergravities
into EFT to a set of consistency equations for the E6p6q-valued twist matrices that capture the
dependence on the internal coordinates. By means of the explicit dictionary between EFT and
IIB and D “ 11 supergravity, respectively, this gives rise to the full reduction ansaetze for the
consistent embedding into standard higher-dimensional supergravity.
Summary of conventions and notation
The EFT fields are denoted by calligraphic letters, as in (1.2). We keep the same letters for
these fields after decomposing the E6p6q indices down to GLp5q ˆ SLp2q in accordance with the
IIB solution of the section constraint (1.1). The two-forms require further redefinition which
will be denoted by B˜µν .
The original type IIB fields and space-time indices inD “ 10 on the other hand are indicated
by hats, and the forms are called C:
Gˆµˆνˆ , Cˆµˆνˆρˆσˆ , etc. (1.3)
Upon Kaluza-Klein decomposition of the IIB fields, the new variables obtained by a standard
procedure of flattening and unflattening of indices are denoted by a bar. The presence of
Chern-Simons terms in the IIB field strengths requires yet another redefinition to bring the
gauge structure into canonical form, which we denote without any hat. Thus we have the series
of field redefinitions
Cˆ Ñ C Ñ C . (1.4)
These fields will eventually be identified with the various components of the EFT fields.
In section 6, we describe Scherk-Schwarz reduction of EFT, parametrizing all EFT fields in
terms of Y -dependent E6p6q-valued twist matrices and the corresponding x-dependent fields of
five-dimensional supergravity, which we denote by straight letters:
gµνpx, Y q Ñ gµνpxq , MMN px, Y q Ñ MMN pxq ,
Aµ
M px, Y q Ñ AµM pxq , Bµν M px, Y q Ñ Bµν M pxq .
(1.5)
2 Review of E6p6q Exceptional Field Theory
Here we present a brief review of the E6p6q EFT, starting with the generalized Lie derivatives and
their gauge algebra (the ‘E-bracket’), which govern the internal (generalized) diffeomorphisms.
We then introduce the tensor hierarchy and define the full gauge transformations, including
generalized external diffeomorphisms, in order to construct the complete theory.
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2.1 Generalized diffeomorphisms and tensor hierarchy
We start by collecting the relevant facts about E6p6q. Its dimension is 78 and we denote the
generators by tα, with Cartan-Killing form καβ. As recalled in the introduction, E6p6q admits
two inequivalent fundamental representations of dimension 27, denoted by 27 and 2¯7 and
labelled by indicesM,N “ 1, . . . , 27. In these fundamental representations, there are two cubic
E6p6q-invariant tensors, the fully symmetric d-symbols dMNK and dMNK , which we normalize as
dMPQd
NPQ “ δMN . The d-symbols define the manifestly E6p6q covariant section constraint [28]
dMNK BNBKA “ 0 , dMNK BNA BKB “ 0 , (2.1)
and also satisfy the following cubic identities
dSpMN dPQqT dSTR “
2
15
δpMR dNPQq ,
dSTR d
SpMN dPQqT “ 2
15
δR
pM dNPQq .
(2.2)
In order to define the generalized Lie derivatives below we need the projector onto the
adjoint representation in the tensor product 27b 2¯7 “ 78` ¨ ¨ ¨ , which reads
P
M
N
K
L ” ptαqNM ptαqLK “ 1
18
δN
MδL
K ` 1
6
δN
KδL
M ´ 5
3
dNLRd
MKR . (2.3)
With respect to a vector like parameter ΛM one would naively define the Lie derivative as in
standard geometry, acting on, say, a vector as
LΛV
M ” ΛKBKVM ´ BKΛMV K . (2.4)
The problem with applying this definition to EFT is that some fields are subject to further
constraints, for instance the generalized metric MMN is an E6p6q-valued matrix, and this con-
dition is not preserved under (2.4). This is fixed by simply projecting the tensor BKΛM living
in 27 b 2¯7 onto the adjoint by means of the projector (2.3). Gauge transformations w.r.t. the
internal diffeomorphism parameter ΛM for a vector with upper or lower indices in terms of the
generalized Lie derivative, denoted by LΛ in the following, are thus defined as [28]
δV M “ LΛVM ” ΛKBKVM ´ 6PMNKL BKΛL V N ` λ BPΛP VM ,
δWM “ LΛWM ” ΛKBKWM ` 6PNMKL BKΛLWN ` λ1 BPΛP WM . (2.5)
Here we also included a density term proportional to λ BPΛP . The generalized Lie derivatives
are consistent for arbitrary density weights λ, and indeed in formulating EFT it is crucial to
assign particular non-trivial weights to the fields. Writing out the projector (2.3), the gauge
transformations are given by
δΛV
M “ ΛKBKVM ´ BKΛMV K `
´
λ´ 1
3
¯
BPΛP V M ` 10 dNLR dMKRBKΛLV N ,
δΛWM “ ΛKBKWM ` BMΛKWK `
´
λ` 1
3
¯
BPΛP WM ´ 10 dMLR dNKRBKΛLWN .(2.6)
The generalized Lie derivatives can similarly be defined for E6p6q tensors with an arbitrary
number of upper and lower fundamental indices. In particular, the gauge transformations for
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the generalized metric take the form δΛMMN “ LΛMMN , with the generalized Lie derivative
for density weight λ “ 0. In this form the condition M P E6p6q is indeed preserved.
Given the modified form of generalized Lie derivatives, as opposed to the conventional
Lie derivatives, it is no longer clear that they are consistent, in particular that they satisfy
an algebra, i.e., that they lead to gauge transformations that close. Closure can, however, be
established, but here it is crucial to employ the section constraint (2.1). An explicit computation
then shows that the generalized Lie derivatives close according to“
LΛ1 ,LΛ2
‰ “ LrΛ1,Λ2sE , (2.7)
with the ‘E-bracket’“
Λ1,Λ2
‰M
E
” 2ΛKr1BKΛM2s ´ 10 dMNP dKLP ΛKr1BNΛL2s . (2.8)
The first term in here has the same form as the standard Lie bracket governing the algebra of
standard diffeomorphisms. The second term explicitly involves the E6p6q structure in form of
the d-symbols. Thus, the gauge algebra on this space differs from the diffeomorphism algebra.
In particular, the Lie derivative of a generalized vector w.r.t. another generalized vector (both
of weights 1
3
) does not coincide with their E-bracket. More precisely, the antisymmetric part
coincides with the E-bracket, but there is a non-trivial symmetric part, given by`
LVW ` LWV
˘M “ 10 dMNKdPQKBN`V PWQ˘ . (2.9)
Moreover, the E-bracket does not define a Lie algebra in that the Jacobi identity is not satisfied.
The non-trivial ‘Jacobiator’ as well as the ‘anomalous’ symmetric part in (2.9) are, however,
of the form ΛM “ dMNKBNχK , for some explicit function χ, and one can verify that due to
the section constraint the Lie derivative vanishes for this parameter. Hence, the Jacobi identity
does hold acting on fields satisfying the strong constraint (see [53] for more details), but the
non-vanishing Jacobiator has important consequences, upon taking into account the external
coordinate dependence.
So far we have defined the generalized internal diffeomorphisms by generalized Lie deriva-
tives. We will refer to a tensor structure as transforming ‘covariantly’ iff its transformation is
governed by the generalized Lie derivative (of some weight) and call such objects generalized
tensors. Since all fields are functions of internal and external coordinates YM and xµ, respec-
tively, we now need to set up a calculus that allows us to differentiate w.r.t. xµ. Indeed, as
all fields and parameters in the full theory, ΛM “ ΛM px, Y q depends on the external xµ and
therefore the derivative Bµ of any tensor field is not covariant in the above sense. In order to
remedy this we introduce a gauge connection Aµ
M , of which we can think as taking values in
the ‘E-bracket algebra’, and define the covariant derivatives
Dµ ” Bµ ´ LAµ . (2.10)
The covariant derivative of any generalized tensor then transforms covariantly provided the
gauge vector transforms as δΛAµ
M “ DµΛM , where the gauge parameter ΛM carries weight
λΛ “ 13 . Next, we would like to define a field strength for AµM . Naively, one would write
the standard formula for the field strength or curvature of a gauge connection, but with the
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Lie bracket replaced by the E-bracket (2.8). However, since the E-bracket does not satisfy the
Jacobi identity the resulting object does not transform covariantly and also does not satisfy
a Bianchi identity. Since the failure of the E-bracket to satisfy the Jacobi identity is of the
form dMNKBNχK we can repair this by introducing two-forms Bµν M with appropriate gauge
transformations and adding the term dMNK BKBµν N to the field strength. This defines (the
beginning of) the so-called tensor hierarchy, originally introduced in gauged supergravity [54,55].
Using (2.8) we thus obtain the field strength
Fµν
M “ 2 BrµAνsM ´ 2ArµKBKAνsM ` 10 dMKRdNLRArµN BKAνsL
` 10 dMNK BKBµν N . (2.11)
This tensor transforms covariantly under the appropriate gauge transformations of A and B
given in (2.15) below. The presence of the 2-form in (2.11) also ensures that this field strength
satisfies a modified covariant Bianchi identity
3DrµFνρsM “ 10 dMNKBKHµνρN , (2.12)
giving rise to the 3-form curvature of the 2-form. The 3-form field strength HµνρM is defined
by this equation as
HµνρM “ 3DrµBνρsM ´ 3 dMKLArµK BνAρsL ` 2 dMKLArµKAνP BPAρsL
´ 10 dMKLdLPRdRNQArµKAνN BPAρsQ ` ¨ ¨ ¨ , (2.13)
where B carries weight λB “ 23 , up to terms that vanish under the projection with dMNKBK .
Now in turn we can establish a Bianchi identity for H, which reads
4DrµHνρσsM “ ´3 dMPQFrµνPFρσsQ ` . . . , (2.14)
again up to terms annihilated by the projection with dMNKBK .
We close this section by collecting the complete bosonic gauge transformations. The external
and internal metric gµν and MMN transform under internal generalized diffeomorphisms as a
scalar density of weight 2
3
and a symmetric 2-tensor of weight zero, respectively. Recalling that
A carries weight λ “ 1
3
and noting that B carries weight λ “ 2
3
, the gauge transformations then
read
δAµ
M “ DµΛM ´ 10 dMNKBKΞµN ,
∆BµνM “ 2DrµΞνsM ` dMKLΛKFµνL `OµνM ,
(2.15)
where we defined
∆Bµν N ” δBµν N ` dNKLArµK δAνsL . (2.16)
Here we also specified the gauge transformations under the new parameter ΞµM of weight
2
3
associated to the 2-form, and we note that the gauge transformations are so far only determined
up to yet unspecified terms OµνM satisfying
dMNKBKOµνN “ 0 . (2.17)
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This corresponds to the gauge redundancy of the next form in the tensor hierarchy, but it turns
out that this ambiguity drops out of all terms in the action and equations of motion.
We finally give the form of the external diffeomorphisms of the xµ, which are generated by
a parameter ξµ “ ξµpx, Y q,
δξeµ
a “ ξνDνeµa `Dµξνeνa ,
δξMMN “ ξµDµMMN ,
δξAµ
M “ ξν FνµM `MMN gµν BN ξν ,
∆ξBµν M “ 12?10 ξ
ρ eεµνρστ F
στ NMMN . (2.18)
Let us note that they take the same form as standard diffeomorphisms generated by conventional
Lie derivatives, except that all partial derivatives are replaced by gauge covariant derivatives.
Moreover, in δAµ there is an additionalM-dependent term and in ∆Bµν the naively covariant
form ξρHµνρ has been replaced according to a duality relation to be discussed momentarily. We
will discuss these external diffeomorphisms, in particular their gauge algebra, in more detail in
sec. 2.4 below.
2.2 E6p6q covariant dynamics
Let us now define the dynamics of the E6p6q EFT by giving the unique action principle on the
extended space, which decomposes into the five terms
SEFT “ SEH ` Ssc ` SVT ` Stop ´ V . (2.19)
The first term formally takes the same form as the standard Einstein-Hilbert term,
SEH “
ż
d5x d27Y e pR “ ż d5x d27Y e eaµebν pRµνab , (2.20)
except that in the definition of the Riemann tensor all partial derivatives are replaced by
Aµ covariant derivatives and one adds an additional term to make it properly local Lorentz
invariant, pRµνab ” Rµνab ` FµνMeρraBMeρbs. The second term is the ‘scalar-kinetic’ term
defined by
Lsc “ 1
24
e gµν DµMMN DνM
MN , (2.21)
with e ” a|g|. The third term in (2.19) is the kinetic term for the gauge-vectors, written in
terms of the gauge covariant curvature (2.11),
LVT ” ´1
4
eFµν
MFµν NMMN . (2.22)
The fourth term is a Chern-Simons-type topological term, which is only gauge invariant up to
boundary terms. It is most conveniently defined by writing it as a manifestly gauge invari-
ant action in one higher dimension, where it reduces to a total derivative, reducing it to the
boundary integral in one dimension lower. Using form notation it reads
Stop “
ż
d5x d27Y Ltop
“ 1
6
?
10
ż
d27Y
ż
M6
`
dMNK F
M ^ FN ^ FK ´ 40 dMNKHM ^ BNHK
˘
. (2.23)
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Under a general variation of A and B the topological Lagrangian varies as
δLtop “ 18
?
10 εµνρστ
´
dMNK Fµν
MFρσ
NδAτ
K ` 20
3
dMNK BNHµνρM ∆Bστ K
¯
. (2.24)
The final term in the action is the ‘scalar potential’ that involves only internal derivatives BM
and reads
V “ ´ 1
24
MMNBMMKL BNMKL ` 1
2
MMNBMMKLBLMNK
´ 1
2
g´1BMg BNMMN ´ 1
4
MMNg´1BMg g´1BNg ´ 1
4
MMNBMgµνBNgµν .
(2.25)
Its form is uniquely determined by the internal generalized diffeomorphism invariance (up to
the relative coefficient between the last two terms in the second line that is, however, universal
for all EFTs).
The field equations of the E6p6q EFT follow by varying (2.19) naively w.r.t. all fields. For
now we focus on the field equations for the two-form only, because they will be significant below.
The 2-form BµνM does not enter with a kinetic term, but appears inside the Yang-Mills-type
kinetic term, c.f. the definition (2.11), and the topological term (2.23). Therefore, its field
equations are first order and read
dMNKBK
ˆ
eMNLF
µνL ` 1
6
?
10 εµνρστ HρστN
˙
“ 0 . (2.26)
These equations take the same form as the standard duality relations in five dimensions between
vectors and two-forms. However, here they appear only under a differential operator, which
thus leads to different sets of duality relations for different solutions of the section constraint.
2.3 Fermions and Supersymmetry
The bosonic sector of exceptional field theory is uniquely determined upon imposing invariance
under generalized diffeomorphisms in the internal and external space-time. Supersymmetry has
not been imposed in order to determine the interactions; however, as expected the bosonic action
(2.19) can be embedded into a supersymmetric theory [36]. The fermions of the theory are those
of the maximal five-dimensional theory [2], however, living now on the full p5`27q-dimensional
space-time (subject to the section constraint). In particular, they are SOp1, 4q symplectic
Majorana spinors spinors and we refer to [56] for our spinor conventions.1 With respect to the
R-symmetry group (or generalized internal Lorentz group) USpp8q, the fermion fields fall into
irreducible representations with the gravitino fields ψiµ transforming in the fundamental 8, and
the spin-1
2
fermions χijk transforming in the totally anti-symmetric, Ω-traceless 42
χijk “ χJijkK ” χijk ´ 1
2
ΩrijχksmnΩmn , (2.27)
where Ωij “ Ωrijs denotes the symplectic invariant tensor. Here and in the following we use
the notation of double brackets J. . .K to denote the projection of an USpp8q tensor onto the Ω-
traceless part. With respect to generalized internal diffeomorphisms (2.5) the fermionic fields
transform as weighted scalars of weight λψ “ 16 , λχ “ ´16 .
1Just for the conventions for the Levi-Civita density we follow [13, 36], with the two conventions related by
ε
r1312.0614s
µνρστ “ ´iε
rhep´th{0412173s
µνρστ . Accordingly, γ-matrices satisfy γ
abcde “ iεabcde .
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Coupling of the fermions requires the introduction of frame fields underlying the external
and internal metric,
gµν “ eµaeνbηab , MMN “ VMijVN ij , (2.28)
with the fu¨nfbein eµ
a, and the pseudo-real 27-bein!
VM
ij,VM ij “ pVMijq˚ “ VMklΩkiΩlj
)
, (2.29)
satisfying VM
ij “ VM JijK . The inverse 27-bein is defined as
VM
ijVij
N “ δMN , VMklVijM “ δklij ´
1
8
ΩijΩ
kl , (2.30)
with conventions δijkl “ 12 pδikδjl ´ δilδjkq and ΩikΩjk “ δji . The 27-bein is an E6p6q group-valued
matrix, which is encoded in the structure of its infinitesimal variation,
δVM
ij “ ´2 δqkri VMjsk ` δpijkl VM kl , (2.31)
with δqi
j and δpijkl spanning the 36 and 42 of USpp8q, respectively, i.e.
δqi
j “ ´δqlkΩikΩjl , δpijkl “ δpJijklK , (2.32)
and corresponding to the compact and non-compact generators of e6p6q, respectively.
The full SOp1, 4q ˆUSpp8q covariant derivatives are then defined as
Dµψ
i ” Bµψi ` 1
4
ωµ
abγab ψ
i ´Qµ jiψj ´ LAµ ψi ,
DMψ
i ” BMψi ` 1
4
ωM
abγab ψ
i ´QM jiψj , (2.33)
with spin connections ω, Q defined in terms of the bosonic frame fields and the Lie derivative L
taking care of the weight of ψi under generalized diffeomorphisms. From the spin connections
the Christoffel connections Γµν
ρ, ΓMN
K , can be defined by the generalized vielbein postulates
0 ” ∇µeνa “ Dµeνa ´ Γµνρ eρa “ Dµeνa ` ωµabeν b ´ Γµνρ eρa , (2.34)
0 ” ∇MVNij “ DMVNij ´ ΓMNK VKij “ BMVNij ` 2QM kriVNjsk ´ ΓMNK VKij ,
declaring covariant constancy of the frame fields. In turn, the spin connections are defined by
properly generalized vanishing torsion conditions. For the SOp1, 4q connection ωµab the absence
of torsion takes the familiar form
Drµeνsa ” Drµeνsa ` ωrµabeνsb !“ 0 ðñ Γrµνsρ “ 0 , (2.35)
describing a deformation of Riemannian geometry by the fact that the derivative Dµ is co-
variantized w.r.t. internal generalized diffeomorphisms (2.10), under which the fu¨nfbein eµ
a
transforms as a weighted scalar. For the internal sector on the other hand, vanishing torsion
translates into the projection condition [28]
ΓMN
K
ˇˇˇ
351
“ 0 , (2.36)
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for the generalized Christoffel connection, decomposed into irreducible E6p6q representations.
More precisely, by its definition (2.34) the Christoffel connection ΓMN
K is algebra valued in its
last two indices
ΓMN
K “ ΓMα ptαqNK , ΓMα „ 27b 78 “ 27‘ 351‘ 1728 , (2.37)
and (2.36) indicates that ΓM
α only has non-vanishing components in the 27‘1728 . Explicitly,
parametrizing the USpp8q connection as
QMj
i “ qMji ` VMklΩim qkl,jm , (2.38)
with qkl,ij “ qJklK,pijq, equations (2.36) translate into
qkl,mn “ ´pM klppm VnqqM Ωpq ´
1
4
VpqM
`
pM pqkpmΩnql ´ pM pqlpmΩnqk
˘
` 1
4
ΓKM
K
`
VkpmMΩnql ´ VlpmMΩnqk
˘` ukl,mn , (2.39)
with
qM i
j ” 1
3
Vik
NBMVNjk , pMijkl ” BMVN rijVklsN , (2.40)
and ukl,mn satisfying
ukl,jm “ uJklK,pjmq , urkl,msn “ 0 , ukl,jmΩlj “ 0 , (2.41)
dropping out from equations (2.36). Vanishing torsion thus determines the USpp8q connec-
tion (and thereby the Christoffel connection) up to a block ukl,mn transforming in the 594 of
USpp8q, which drops out of all field equations and supersymmetry variations [28,29,36,57]. The
Christoffel connection gives rise to covariant derivatives
∇MXN ” BMXN ´ ΓMNKXK ´ 3
4
λXΓKM
KXN , (2.42)
where λX denotes the weight of XN under generalized diffeomorphisms, and the trace part in
the Christoffel connection is fixed by demanding
∇Me
!“ 0 ùñ ΓNMN “ 4
5
e´1 BMe . (2.43)
The remaining connections in (2.33) finally are determined by demanding that the glp5q ‘
e6p6q algebra-valued currents
JM
ab ” ea µDrωsMeµb , Jµklij ” VklMDrA,QsµVMij , (2.44)
of the frame fields live in the complement of the Lorentz algebra sop1, 4q ‘ uspp8q, specifically
JM
ab
ˇˇˇ
sop1,4q
“ 0 , Jµklij
ˇˇˇ
uspp8q
“ 0 . (2.45)
They give the explicit form
ωM
ab “ eµra BMeµbs , Qµ ij “ 1
3
Vik
MDµVM
jk , (2.46)
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of the respective spin connections and give rise to the definition of the coset currents
JM
ab ” πMab “ πM pabq , Jµmnij ΩkmΩln ” Pµijkl “ PµJijklK . (2.47)
Moreover, it turns out that the Lagrangian and supersymmetry transformation rules are con-
veniently given in terms of the modified internal spin connections
ω˘M
ab ” ωMab ˘ 1
2
MMN Fµν
N eµaeνb , (2.48)
shifted by the non-abelian field strength (2.11), and we denote the corresponding covariant
derivatives by D˘ .
The different curvatures of these spin connections are the building blocks for the bosonic
Lagrangian and field equations [25, 29, 36], once projected onto the components such that the
undetermined part (2.41) drops out. Some of the relevant curvatures are obtained from the
commutators
rDµ,Dνs ǫi “ 1
4
pRµνab γab ǫi ` 2
3
PrµjklmPνsiklm ǫj ´ FµνM ∇M ǫi
`∇MFµνN
´
VN
jkVik
M ´ VN ikVjkM
¯
ǫj ´ 1
6
∇MFµν
M ǫi ,
Vij
M
“
∇´M ,Dµ
‰
ǫj “ 1
2
VjkMDMPµ ijknǫ
n ` 1
4
R´Mµ
ab γab ǫ
j , (2.49)
V ikMVkj
N r∇M ,∇N s ǫj `
ˆ
4V ikMVkj
N ` 1
2
MMN δij
˙
∇pM∇Nqǫj
“ 1
4
V ikMVkj
N RMN
ab γab ǫ
j ´ 1
16
R ǫi .
Explicitly, the curvature tensors read
pRµνab “ 2Drµωνsab ` 2ωrµac ωνscb ` FµνM ωMab ,
R´Mµ
ab ” BM ωµab ´Dµ ω´Mab ,
RMN
ab “ ´1
2
eµraebsνgστ∇Mgµσ∇Ngντ , (2.50)
of which the first two enter the Einstein and the vector field equations, respectively. The
curvature scalar R is related to the scalar potential from (2.25) as
R “ V ` 1
4
MMN ∇Mgµν∇Ng
µν `∇MIM , (2.51)
up to boundary terms ∇MI
M .
The full supersymmetric extension of the bosonic action (2.19) can be given in very compact
form in terms of the above spin connections. It reads
e´1L “ Lbos ´ ψ¯µiγµνρDνψiρ ` 2
?
2 iVij
MΩikψ¯µkγ
rµ∇`M
´
γνsψνj
¯
´ 4
3
χ¯ijkγ
µDµχ
ijk ` 8
?
2 iVmn
MΩnpχ¯pkl∇
`
Mχ
mkl
` 4i
3
Pµ
ijklχ¯ijkγ
νγµψν
mΩlm ` 4
?
2V ij M χ¯ijkγ
µ∇´Mψµ
k , (2.52)
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up to quartic fermion terms. The latter are expected to coincide with the quartic terms of the
D “ 5 theory [2]. The Lagrangian (2.52) is invariant up to total derivatives under the following
set of supersymmetry transformation rules
δǫψ
i
µ “ Dµǫi ´ i
?
2V ij M
ˆ
∇´M pγµǫkq ´
1
3
γµ∇
´
M ǫ
k
˙
Ωjk ,
δǫχ
ijk “ i
2
Pµ
ijklΩlm γ
µǫm ` 3?
2
VJij M ∇´M ǫ
kK , (2.53)
for the fermionic fields, and
δǫe
a
µ “
1
2
ǫ¯iγ
aψiµ , δǫVM
ij “ 4iΩimΩjn VMkl ΩpJkχ¯lmnKǫp ,
δǫAµ
M “
?
2
´
iΩik ǫ¯kψµ
j ` ǫ¯kγµχijk
¯
Vij
M ,
∆ǫBµνM “ ´ 1?
5
VM
ij
´
2 ψ¯irµγνsǫkΩjk ` iχ¯ijkγµνǫk
¯
, (2.54)
for the bosonic fields. Equations (2.53) depict the Killing spinor equations of the theory. It
is remarkable, that in the supersymmetry transformation rules all explicit appearance of the
field strength Fµν
M can be entirely absorbed into the shifted spin connection ω´ form (2.48)
whereas the Lagrangian (2.52) carries both ω` and ω´ .
2.4 Algebra of external and internal generalized diffeomorphisms
The algebra of internal generalized diffeomorphisms is governed by the E-bracket and has
been discussed extensively in the literature. The algebra of the external diffeomorphisms,
which acts in a more subtle way due to the field-dependent modifications in (2.18) compared
to standard diffeomorphisms, has been determined in [32] (for the SLp3q ˆ SLp2q EFT, but
the results generalize immediately). Here we use the opportunity to complete the literature
by discussing the off-diagonal part of the total gauge algebra, i.e., the algebra of external
and internal generalized diffeomorphisms. This will be important below, when we show that,
upon solving the section constraint, the internal and external conventional diffeomorphisms
indeed close according to the 10- or 11-dimensional diffeomorphism algebra, implying the full
diffeomorphism invariance of the resulting supergravities.
For simplicity, let us first consider a pure E6p6q tensor T (whose indices we suppress) that is
an external scalar, i.e., does not carry external indices µ, ν, . . . (an example is the generalized
metric MMN ). We then compute for the gauge algebra“
δΛ, δξ
‰
T “ δΛpξµDµT q ´ δξpLΛT q
“ ξµLΛpDµT q ´ LΛpξµDµT q
“ ´LΛξµDµT .
(2.55)
Here we used in the second line that the covariant derivative transforms covariantly. Moreover,
recall that the gauge parameter ξµ is not to be varied in the gauge algebra. Thus, we have
closure “
δΛ, δξ
‰ “ δξ1 , ξ1µ “ ´LΛξµ “ ´ΛNBN ξµ , (2.56)
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which defines the effective (Λ-transformed) ξµ parameter. Next, we inspect the (external)
vielbein eµ
a, which is slightly more involved because it carries a vector index. With (2.18) we
compute “
δΛ, δξ
‰
eµ
a “ δΛpξνDνeµa `Dµξνeνaq ´ δξpLΛeµaq
“ δΛpξνDνeµa `Dµξνeνaq ´ LΛpξνDνeµa `Dµξνeνaq
“ ´pLδΛAµξνqeνa ´ LΛξν Dνeµa ´ LΛpDµξνqeνa
“ ´DµΛNBN ξνeνa ´ LΛξν Dνeµa ´ ΛNDµpBN ξνqeνa
“ ´LΛξν Dνeµa ´DµpΛNBNξνqeνa
“ ξ1νDνeµa `Dµξ1νeνa .
(2.57)
Here we used again, in the third line, the covariance of the covariant derivative, due to which
various terms cancelled and that ξµ is a scalar with respect to internal diffeomorphisms. We
thus established closure according to the same parameter as in (2.56).
Let us now turn to the gauge vector Aµ
M , whose transformation in (2.18) isM-dependent.
In order to simplify the discussion, we first consider the minimal variation without this term,
δ0ξAµ
M ” ξνFνµM . (2.58)
Although this transformation rule is insufficient for the complete gauge invariance of EFT, it
does lead to a consistent gauge algebra, as we discuss now. In order to prove closure of the
gauge algebra we have to compute“
δΛ, δ
0
ξ
‰
Aµ
M “ δΛpξνFνµM q ´ δ0ξ pDµΛM q
“ ξνLΛFνµM ` Lδ0
ξ
Aµ
ΛM .
(2.59)
For the second term we find
Lδ0
ξ
Aµ
ΛM “ LξνFνµΛM “ ξνLFνµΛM´BKξνFνµMΛK`10 dNLR dMKRBKξνFνµLΛN , (2.60)
which follows by writing out the Lie derivative and collecting the terms where the derivative
BM hits the gauge parameter ξµ. The second term in here is the required ξ1 transformation, so
that we have shown“
δΛ, δ
0
ξ
‰
Aµ
M “ δ0ξ1AµM ` ξνpLΛFνµM ` LFνµΛM q ` 10 dNLR dMKRBKξνFνµLΛN . (2.61)
The second term in here is the symmetrized Lie derivative that in turn is ‘trivial’ and given by
(2.9),
LΛFνµ
M ` LFνµΛM “ 10 dLNR dMKRBKpFνµLΛN q . (2.62)
Inserting this in (2.61) above, we finally obtain“
δΛ, δ
0
ξ
‰
Aµ
M “ δ0ξ1AµM ` 10 dNLR dMKRBK
`
ξνFνµ
LΛN
˘
. (2.63)
Comparing with the general gauge transformations of Aµ
M in (2.15) we infer that the additional
term on the right-hand side can be interpreted as a field-dependent gauge transformation for
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the one-form parameter Ξµ corresponding to the two-form potential in the hierarchy. We thus
established closure according to“
δΛ, δ
0
ξ
‰
Aµ
M “ `δ0ξ1 ` δΞ1˘AµM , Ξ1µN “ ´dNKLξνFνµKΛL . (2.64)
We see once more that the higher forms of the tensor hierarchy and their associated gauge
symmetries are essential for the consistency of EFT.
Let us now return to the full gauge transformations of Aµ
M w.r.t. ξµ, including the extra
term that we denote in the following by δ1ξAµ
M ” MMNgµνBN ξν . We collect the additional
contributions in the gauge algebra and find“
δΛ, δξ
‰
Aµ
M “ ¨ ¨ ¨ ` δΛpMMNgµνqBN ξν ` Lδ1
ξ
Aµ
ΛM
“ ¨ ¨ ¨ ` LΛpMMNgµνqBN ξν ` LM‚NgµνBN ξνΛM ,
(2.65)
where the dots indicate the terms already computed in the previous paragraph. The second
term on the right-hand side can be written as
LM‚NgµνBN ξνΛ
M “ ´LΛpMMNgµνBN ξνq ` 10 dMKRdPLRBKpMPQgµνBQξνΛLq , (2.66)
where we used again the identity (2.9). Using this in (2.65) we obtain“
δΛ, δξ
‰
Aµ
M “ ´MMNgµν LΛpBN ξνq ` 10 dMKRdPLRBKpMPQgµνBQξνΛLq . (2.67)
Recalling that ξν is a scalar, LΛpBN ξνq “ BN pLΛξνq and so the first term becomes the ξ1
transformation defined in (2.56). The second term can be interpreted as an additional field-
dependent contribution to the effective one-form parameter Ξ1. Thus, in total we learned“
δΛ, δξ
‰ “ δξ1 ` δΞ1 , (2.68)
where
ξ1µ “ ´ΛNBN ξµ , Ξ1µM “ ´dMNKpξνFνµN `MKLgµνBLξνqΛK . (2.69)
We leave it as an exercise for the reader to verify closure on the two-form, which can only be
established up to unknown terms corresponding to the gauge symmetry of the three-form.
For completeness we record here that the algebra of external generalized diffeomorphisms
is given by “
δξ1 , δξ2
‰ “ δξ12 ` δΛ12 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ , (2.70)
with effective parameters
ξ
µ
12 ” ξν2Dνξµ1 ´ ξν1Dνξµ2 ,
ΛM12 ” ξµ2 ξν1FµνM ´ 2MMNgµν ξµr2BN ξν1s .
(2.71)
The dots in (2.70) indicate possible gauge transformations corresponding to higher forms en-
tering the tensor hierarchy, see [32] for more details.
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3 Type IIB solution and embedding of diffeomorphisms
In this section we will show, for the type IIB solution of the section constraint, how the fields
and symmetries of EFT are related to those of the standard formulation of supergravity in
which ten-dimensional diffeomorphism invariance is manifest.2 To this end we show in the first
subsection how, upon solving the section constraint, the standard diffeomorphism algebra is
generically embedded in the gauge algebra of EFT (in particular the E-bracket), illustrating
this with a simple toy model. In the second and third subsection we turn to the specific solution
of the section constraint for type IIB and show how the coordinates and tensor fields decompose.
In the final subsection we return to the external diffeomorphisms of EFT and supergravity (that,
we recall, are not manifest symmetries), which in the following section will be shown to match
precisely, thereby proving that EFT leads to a 10-dimensional theory with full diffeomorphism
invariance.
3.1 Embedding of standard diffeomorphisms into E-bracket algebra
We now discuss how to embed the standard diffeomorphisms into the E-bracket algebra of EFT.
More precisely, we will show that the external and internal diffeomorphisms in EFT close in the
same way as those of a D “ 10 gravity theory, implying that there is a ‘hidden’ 10-dimensional
diffeomorphism symmetry in EFT upon choosing a D “ 10 solution of the section constraint.
Before focusing on type IIB supergravity, let us start from a generic theory of Einstein
gravity, coupled to some matter, and inspect the action of the diffeomorphism group under a
Kaluza-Klein-type decomposition. To this end we split the ten-dimensional world and tangent
space indices, here and in the following indicated by a hat, according to µˆ “ pµ,mq and
aˆ “ pa, αq, respectively, where µ “ 0, . . . n´ 1, and m “ 1, . . . , d, with n` d “ 10, and similarly
for the flat indices. Correspondingly, we decompose the tensor fields and symmetry parameters
of the theory according to this n`d split. For instance, the ten-dimensional frame field encoding
the metric is written as
Eµˆ
aˆ “
˜
φ´γeµa Aµmφmα
0 φm
α
¸
, (3.1)
where φ “ det pφmαq and γ “ 1n´2 . Here we employed a gauge fixing of the ten-dimensional
Lorentz group SOp1, 9q to SOp1, n´ 1q ˆ SOpdq. We next perform an analogous decomposition
of the remaining gauge symmetries, i.e., of the ten-dimensional diffeomorphisms xµˆ Ñ xµˆ ´ ξµˆ
and local Lorentz transformations parametrized by λaˆ
bˆ
, acting on the vielbein as
δEµˆ
aˆ “ ξνˆBνˆEµˆaˆ ` BµˆξνˆEνˆ aˆ ` λaˆbˆEµˆbˆ . (3.2)
Specifically, we decompose the diffeomorphism parameter as
ξµˆ “ pξµ , Λmq , (3.3)
and refer to the diffeomorphisms generated by ξµ as ‘external’ and those generated by Λm as
‘internal’. Inserting (3.1) into (3.2) we read off the following action of the internal diffeomor-
2For the M-theory solution we refer the reader to [13].
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phisms,
δΛeµ
a “ ΛmBmeµa ` γ BmΛm eµa ,
δΛφm
α “ ΛnBnφmα ` BmΛn φnα ,
δΛAµ
m “ BµΛm ´AµnBnΛm ` ΛnBnAµm .
(3.4)
We will also use the notation LΛ for the conventional Lie derivative of the purely internal space,
acting in the standard fashion on tensors (of weight zero). Thus, the above transformations
read
δΛeµ
a “ LΛeµa ` γ BmΛm eµa , δΛφmα “ LΛφmα ,
δΛAµ
m “ BµΛm ´ LAµΛm ” BµΛm ` LΛAµm .
(3.5)
Note that here we employ the convention in which the density term is not part of the Lie
derivative. Analogously to the discussion in EFT, we can define derivatives and non-abelian
field strengths that are covariant under these transformations,
D
KK
µ ” Bµ ´ LAµ ´ λ BmAµm , Fµν ” 2 BrµAνs ´ rAµ, Aνs , (3.6)
where λ is the density weight, e.g., λ “ γ for the external vielbein, and r , s the conventional
Lie bracket. Sometimes we will use the notation D
KK
µ “ Bµ ´ LAµ for the part of the covariant
derivative without the density term.3 Specifically, for (3.4) we have
D
KK
µ eν
a “ Bµeνa ´AµmBmeνa ´ γ BnAµn eνa ,
D
KK
µ φm
α “ Bµφmα ´AµnBnφmα ´ BmAµnφnα ,
Fµν
m “ BµAνm ´ BνAµm ´AµnBnAνm `AνnBnAµm .
(3.7)
Let us now turn to the external diffeomorphisms. These are obtained from (3.2) by inserting
(3.1), switching on only the ξµ component, and adding the compensating Lorentz transformation
with parameter λaβ “ ´φγφβmBmξν eνa, which is necessary in order to preserve the gauge choice
in (3.1). For instance, on the Kaluza-Klein vectors this yields
δ˝ξAµ
m “ ξνBνAµm ` BµξνAνm ´AµnBnξνAνm ` φ´
2
3GmngµνBnξν , (3.8)
where Gmn ” φαmφαn, and we specialized to n “ 5, corresponding to the 5`5 split of type IIB
that we will analyze momentarily. This gauge transformation can more conveniently be written
in the form of ‘improved’ or ‘covariant’ diffeomorphisms by adding an internal diffeomorphism
(3.4) with field-dependent parameter Λm “ ´ξνAνm. The gauge-field-dependent terms then
organize into the covariant field strength in (3.7),
δξAµ
m “ ξνFνµm ` φ´
2
3GmngµνBnξν . (3.9)
We infer that this is of the same structural form as the external diffeomorphism transformation
of the EFT gauge vector in (2.18), and we will verify below that they can be matched precisely
3We emphasize that this is introduced for purely notational convenience. In general, acting with D
KK
µ is not
a covariant operation.
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upon picking the type IIB solution of the section constraint. Similarly, these improved external
diffeomorphisms act on the internal and external vielbein as
δξeµ
a “ ξνDKKν eµa `DKKµ ξν eνa ,
δξφm
α “ ξνDKKν φmα ,
(3.10)
again in structural agreement with the corresponding transformations (2.18) in EFT.
Next, we inspect the algebra of diffeomorphisms under this decomposition. Since the internal
diffeomorphisms (five-dimensional in the case we are interested in) act on the fields via standard
Lie derivatives w.r.t. the internal space, see (3.4), they close according to the standard Lie
bracket, “
δΛ1 , δΛ2
‰ “ δΛ12 , Λm12 ” rΛ2,Λ1sm ” Λk2BkΛm1 ´ Λk1BkΛm2 . (3.11)
This is embedded in the E-bracket algebra (2.8) by solving the section constraint and restricting
to the five ‘lowest components’ of the generalized diffeomorphism parameter.
The mixed algebra between internal and external diffeomorphisms is straightforwardly com-
puted in the form of improved diffeomorphisms (3.9), (3.10). In fact, in this form every term
on the right-hand side of the gauge variation is covariant w.r.t. the Lie derivative LΛ, with all
derivatives entering via covariant derivatives or field strengths.4 We thus compute, for instance,
on the vector“
δΛ, δξ
‰
Aµ
m “ δΛ
`
ξνFνµ
m ` φ´ 23GmngµνBnξν
˘´ δξ`BµΛm ` LΛAµm˘
“ ξνLΛFνµm ` LΛ
`
φ´
2
3Gmngµν
˘Bnξν ´ LΛ`δξAµm˘ . (3.12)
Here we used the covariance of the expressions in δξAµ
m. Thus, the terms in δΛδξA agree
precisely with those in δξδΛA, except that ξ, being a parameter and not a field, is not varied in
the former but appears under the Lie derivative in the latter. These correspond to the left-over
terms that do not cancel and that can in turn be interpreted as external diffeomorphisms with a
parameter ξ that is ‘rotated’ (with the opposite sign) by the internal diffeomorphisms. Hence,
the gauge algebra is given by“
δΛ, δξ
‰ “ δξ1 , ξ1µ “ ´LΛξµ “ ´ΛmBmξµ . (3.13)
The same conclusion follows for the external and internal vielbein. This algebra is embedded
in the corresponding part of the gauge algebra of EFT, see (2.56).
Finally, we turn to the gauge algebra of external diffeomorphisms with themselves. Using
again the improved diffeomorphisms (3.9), (3.10), an explicit computation shows“
δξ1 , δξ2
‰ “ δξ12 ` δΛ12 , (3.14)
where
ξ
µ
12 “ 2 ξνr2DKKν ξµ1s , Λm12 “ ξµ2 ξν1Fµνm ´ 2φ´
2
3Gmngµν ξ
µ
r2Bnξν1s . (3.15)
4The variation of the gauge vectors in (3.9) contains the partial derivative term Bnξ
ν , but ξν has to be viewed
as a scalar w.r.t. internal diffeomorphisms, hence its partial derivative is a covariant vector.
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This is of the same structural form as the corresponding part of the gauge algebra (2.71)5 and,
together with our results below, implies that the full ten-dimensional diffeomorphism algebra
is embedded in the gauge algebra of EFT.
So far we discussed the decomposition of fields and symmetries for pure (Einstein) gravity,
but in supergravity there are additional matter fields, typically with associated gauge symme-
tries, which have to be decomposed similarly. Before turning to the specific field content of
type IIB, let us consider a toy model, which exhibits already all essential features. We consider
an abelian gauge vector Bˆµˆ (such as the RR one-form in type IIA) with gauge symmetries
δBˆµˆ “ Bµˆχ` ξνˆBνˆBˆµˆ ` BµˆξνˆBˆνˆ , (3.16)
for abelian parameter χ. Next we decompose the components as in (3.1) and redefine
Bm “ Bˆm ,
Bµ “ Bˆµ ´AµmBˆm .
(3.17)
(In terms of the notation introduced in sec. 4 this corresponds to the action with the ‘bar
operator’, B Ñ B.) For these redefined fields the abelian gauge symmetry becomes
δχBµ “ DKKµ χ “ Bµχ´AµmBmχ ,
δχBm “ Bmχ ,
(3.18)
and for the diffeomorphisms
δBm “ ξνBνBm ` BmξνBˆν ` LΛBm ,
δBµ “ LΛBµ ` LξBµ ´AµmBmξνBν ´ φ´
2
3GmnBmgµνBnξν ,
(3.19)
where Lξ denotes the standard Lie derivative w.r.t. ξ
µ (with partial derivatives). Adding now
field-dependent gauge transformations as above, with Λm “ ´ξνAνm and χ “ ´ξνBν , this can
be written more covariantly as
δξBm “ ξν pDνBm ” ξν`BνBm ´ LAνBm ´ BmBν˘ , (3.20)
for the internal components, and as
δξBµ “ ξνGνµ ´ φ´
2
3GmngµνBmξν , (3.21)
where
Gµν ” DKKµ Bν ´DKKν Bµ . (3.22)
Note that due to the non-commutativity of covariant derivatives this is not an invariant field
strength. Rather, G transforms as
δΛ,χGµν “ ΛmBmGµν ´ BmχFµνm . (3.23)
5It should be noted that, in general, in EFT there are higher-form transformations on the right-hand side
of the gauge algebra, corresponding to the higher forms in the tensor hierarchy, which are not present here.
As these are needed because of the anomalous ‘Jacobiator’ of the E-bracket, which vanishes on solutions of the
section constraint, this is perfectly consistent with the embedding of the conventional diffeomorphism algebra.
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We could define a fully χ-invariant field strength by setting G¯µν ” Gµν `FµνmBm, but it turns
out that the match with EFT requires the (analogue of the) above form. In fact, in EFT a
slightly more general notion of covariance is appropriate: the gauge parameters analogous to
Λm and χ will be components of the generalized diffeomorphism parameter ΛM , and the field
strengths Gµν and Fµν
m correspond to components of the EFT field strength Fµν
M , so that
transformations such as (3.23) originate from the covariant transformation governed by the full
generalized Lie derivative of EFT, δΛFµν
M “ LΛFµνM .
We finally note that it is straightforward to verify that the transformations (3.21) and
(3.23) close according to the gauge algebras (3.13) and (3.15), encoding the full diffeomorphism
algebra. Conversely, starting with component fields Bµ, Bm, and gauge symmetries closing
according to the above algebra (3.13), (3.15), we can reconstruct the form with manifest (say
ten-dimensional) diffeomorphism invariance.
3.2 Type IIB solution of section constraint
We now turn to the specific solution of the section constraint that will be shown to lead to a
formulation that is on-shell equivalent to type IIB supergravity. To this end we have to break
E6p6q to GLp5q ˆ SLp2q, embedding the residual group according to
GLp5q ˆ SLp2q Ă SLp6q ˆ SLp2q Ă E6p6q . (3.24)
In this case, the fundamental and the adjoint representation of E6p6q break as
2¯7 Ñ p5, 1q`4 ` p51, 2q`1 ` p10, 1q´2 ` p1, 2q´5 , (3.25)
78 Ñ p5, 1q´6 ` p101, 2q´3 ` p1` 15` 20q0 ` p10, 2q`3 ` p51, 1q`6 , (3.26)
with the subscripts referring to the charges under GLp1q Ă GLp5q. An explicit solution to
the section condition (2.1) is given by restricting the YM dependence of all fields to the five
coordinates in the p5, 1q`4. Explicitly, splitting the coordinates YM and the fundamental indices
according to (3.25) into  
YM
( Ñ t ym , ymα , ymn , yα u , (3.27)
with internal indices m,n “ 1, . . . , 5 and SLp2q indices α “ 1, 2, the non-vanishing components
of the d-symbol are given by
dMNK : dmnα,β “ 1?10 δ
m
n εαβ , d
mn
kα,lβ “ 1?5 δ
mn
kl εαβ , d
mn,kl,p “ 1?
40
εmnklp ,
dMNK : dm
nα,β “ 1?
10
δnmε
αβ , dmn
kα,lβ “ 1?
5
δklmn ε
αβ , dmn,kl,p “ 1?40 εmnklp ,(3.28)
and all those related by symmetry, dMNK “ dpMNKq . In particular, the GLp1q grading guar-
antees that all components dmnk vanish. It follows that the section condition (2.1) indeed is
solved by restricting the coordinate dependence of all fields according to
tBmαA “ 0 , BmnA “ 0 , BαA “ 0u ðñ Apxµ, YM q ÝÑ Apxµ, ymq . (3.29)
Indeed, the section constraint then reduces to dMnkBn b Bk “ 0, for which all relevant compo-
nents of the d-symbol simply vanish.
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3.3 Decomposition of EFT fields
In this subsection we analyze various objects of EFT, e.g., the generalized metric and the gauge
covariant curvatures, in terms of the component fields originating under the above decompo-
sition of E6p6q, together with their gauge symmetries. This sets the stage for our analysis in
sec. 4, where we start from type IIB supergravity and perform the complete Kaluza-Klein de-
composition in order to match it to the fields and symmetries discussed here. Thus, here we
split tensor fields and indices according to (3.25)–(3.28), assuming the explicit solution (3.29)
of the section condition.
To begin, let us consider the p-form field content of the E6p6q EFT under the split (3.25).
This yields
Aµ
M : tAµm,Aµmα,Aµkmn,Aµαu , Bµν M : tBµνα,Bµν mn,Bµνmα,Bµν mu , (3.30)
where we have defined Aµkmn ” 12εkmnpqAµpq . However, the EFT Lagrangian actually depends
on the two-forms only under certain derivatives, BmBµνα , BrkB|µν|mns , BmBµνmα ( , (3.31)
introducing an additional redundancy in the two-form field content, which will be important
for the match with type IIB. As discussed above, the vector fields Aµ
m will be identified with
the IIB Kaluza-Klein vector fields, which transform according to (3.4) and in particular close
according to the standard Lie bracket of five-dimensional diffeomorphisms, see (3.11), embedded
into the E-bracket (2.8).
Let us now work out the general formulas of the E6p6q-covariant formulation with (3.28) and
imposing the explicit solution of the section condition (3.29) on all fields. We then obtain, by
inserting (3.28) into (2.11), the following covariant field strengths of the different vector fields
in (3.30),
Fµν
m “ 2BrµAνsm ´AµnBnAνm `AνnBnAµm ,
Fµν mα “ 2DKKrµ Aνsmα ` εαβ BmB˜µνβ ,
Fµν kmn “ 2DKKrµ Aνs kmn ´ 3
?
2 εαβArµ rk|α|BmAνsnsβ ` 3 BrkB˜|µν|mns ,
Fµν α “ 2DKKrµ Aνsα ´ 2pBkArµkqAνsα ´
?
2ArµmnBnAνsmα
´
?
2Arµ|mα|BnAνsmn ´ εαβ BkB˜µνkβ , (3.32)
with the redefined two-forms
B˜µν
α ”
?
10Bµν
α ´ εαβ ArµnAνsnβ ,
B˜µν mn ”
?
10Bµν mn `ArµkAνskmn ,
B˜µν
kα ”
?
10Bµν
kα ` εαβ ArµkAνsβ . (3.33)
Here all covariant derivatives are D
KK
µ ” Bµ ´ LAµ , covariantized w.r.t. to the action of the
five-dimensional internal diffeomorphisms reviewed above. The corresponding vector gauge
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transformations, obtained from (2.15), are given by
δAµ
m “ DKKµ Λm ,
δAµmα “ DKKµ Λmα ` LΛAµmα ´ εαβ BmΞ˜µβ ,
δAµ kmn “ DKKµ Λkmn ` LΛAµkmn ´ 3
?
2 εαβ BrkA|µ|m|α|Λnsβ ´ 3 BrkΞ˜|µ|mns , (3.34)
with
Ξ˜µ
α ”
?
10Ξµ
α ´ εαβ ΛnAµnβ , Ξ˜µmn ”
?
10Ξµmn ` ΛkAµkmn . (3.35)
For the vector fields Aµα we observe that its gauge variation contains the contribution
δAµα “ ¨ ¨ ¨ ` εαβ BkΞ˜µkβ . (3.36)
This implies that it can entirely be gauged away by the tensor gauge symmetry associated
with the two-forms Bµν
kβ. Consequently, it will automatically disappear from the Lagrangian
upon integrating out BkBµνkβ. The remaining two-form field strengths in turn come with gauge
transformations
δB˜µν
α “ 2DKKrµ Ξ˜νsα ` LΛB˜µνα ´ εαβ ΛnβFµνn ` O˜µνα ,
δB˜µν mn “ 2DKKµ
ˆ
Ξ˜ν mn ` 1?
2
εαβ Aν mα Λnβ
˙
`
?
2 BmAµnα Ξ˜να
` LΛB˜µν mn ´ 1?
2
Λrm|α| BnsB˜µνα ` Λmnk Fµνk
` 1?
2
εαβ Fµν mα Λnβ ` O˜µνmn , (3.37)
where
O˜µν
α ”
?
10Oµν
α , (3.38)
O˜µν mn ”
?
10Oµν mn ` Bm
´
2Λk B˜µν nk `
?
2Aµnα Ξν
α `
?
2 εαβ AµnαAν kβ
¯
.
Finally, the associated three-form field strengths are obtained from (2.13) and read
H˜µνρ
α ”
?
10Hµνρ
α “ 3DKKrµ B˜νρsα ` 3 εαβ FrµνnAρsnβ , (3.39)
H˜µνρmn ”
?
10Hµνρmn
“ 3DKKµ B˜νρmn ´ 3FµνkAρ kmn ´ 3
?
2 εαβ AµmαDνAρnβ ` 3
?
2AµmαBnB˜νρα .
More precisely, this holds up to terms that are projected out from the Lagrangian under y-
derivatives. The expressions on the r.h.s. in (3.37)–(3.39) are understood to be projected onto
the corresponding antisymmetrizations in their parameters, i.e. rmns, rµνs, rµνρs, etc.
It is also instructive to give the component form of the Bianchi identities originating from
(2.12) and (2.14). From the latter we obtain the components
4D
KK
rµ H˜νρσs
α “ 6 εαβ FrµνnFρσs nβ . (3.40)
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After a straightforward but somewhat tedious computation one finds
4DKKrµ H˜νρσsmn ` 4
?
2AµmαBnH˜νρσα “ ´6FrµνkFρσs kmn ´ 3
?
2 εαβ Frµν |mα|Fρσsnβ
` 3
?
2 Bm
´
εαβ B˜µν
αBnB˜ρσβ
¯
´ 12 Bm
´
Fµν
kB˜ρσ kn
¯
´ 6
?
2 Bm
´
Aµnαε
αβFνρ
kAσ kβ
¯
. (3.41)
Again, the indices m,n and µ, ν, ρ, σ in here are totally antisymmetrized, which we did not
indicate explicitly in order not to clutter the notation.
Let us now move to the scalar field content of the theory. In the EFT formulation, they
parametrize the symmetric matrix MMN . We now need to choose a parametrization of this
matrix in accordance with the decomposition (3.26). In standard fashion [58], we build the
matrix as MMN “ pVVT qMN from a ‘vielbein’ V P E6p6q in triangular gauge
V ” exp
”
εklmnp cklmn tp`6q p
ı
exp
“
bmn
α tp`3qmnα
‰
V5 V2 exp
“
Φ tp0q
‰
. (3.42)
Here, tp0q is the E6p6q generator associated to the GL(1) grading of (3.26), V2, V5 denote matrices
in the SL(2) and SL(5) subgroup, respectively, parametrized by vielbeins ν2, ν5. The tp`nq refer
to the E6p6q generators of positive grading in (3.26), with non-trivial commutator”
tp`3qklα , tp`3q
mn
β
ı
“ εαβ εklmnp tp`6q p . (3.43)
All generators are evaluated in the fundamental 27 representation (3.25), such that the sym-
metric matrix MMN takes the block form
MKM “
¨˚
˚˝˚ Mkm Mk
mβ Mk,mn Mk
β
Mkαm M
kα,mβ Mkαmn M
kα,β
Mkl,m Mkl
mβ Mkl,mn Mkl
β
Mαm M
α,mβ Mαmn M
αβ
‹˛‹‹‚ . (3.44)
Explicit evaluation of (3.42) determines the various blocks in (3.44). For instance,
Mmn,kl “ e2Φ{3mmrkmlsn ` 2e5Φ{3 bmnαbklβmαβ , (3.45)
while the components in the last line are given by6
Mαβ “ e5Φ{3mαβ , Mαmn “
?
2 e5Φ{3mαβεβγ bmnγ ,
Mα,mβ “ 1
2
e5Φ{3mαγεγδ εmklpq bklβbpqδ ´ 1
24
e5Φ{3mαβ εmklpq cklpq ,
Mαm “ 2
3
e5Φ{3mβγ εkpqrs
ˆ
bmk
rαbpqβsbrsγ ` 1
8
εαβ bmk
γ cpqrs
˙
, (3.46)
with the symmetric matrix mαβ “ pν2qαupν2qβ u built from the SLp2q vielbein from (3.42). We
will also need the following combinations of the matrix entries of MMN (that emerge after
integrating out some of the fields),
M˜MN ” MMN ´MMαpMαβq´1MNβ , (3.47)
6The explicit expressions (3.46) and (3.48) for the matrix components of MMN and M˜MN correct some typos
in equations (5.22) and (5.24), respectively, in the published version of [13].
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for which we find
M˜mn,kl “ e2Φ{3mmrkmlsn ,
M˜mn
kα “ 1?
2
e2Φ{3 εmnpqrmkpmqumrvbuvα ,
M˜mn,k “ ´ 1
6
?
2
e2Φ{3 εuvpqrmmumnv
´
ckpqr ´ 6εαβ bkpαbqrβ
¯
,
M˜mα,nβ “ e´Φ{3mmnmαβ ` 2 e2Φ{3 mkp
´
mmnmlq ´ 2mmlmnq
¯
bkl
αbpq
β , (3.48)
etc., with mmn “ pν5qmapν5qna.
Next, we can work out the covariant derivatives of the various ‘scalar components’ of the
generalized metric. Using (3.28) we find for the covariant derivatives of the matrix parameters
in (3.44)
DµΦ “ DKKµ Φ` 45 BkAµk ,
Dµmmn “ DKKµ mmn ` 25 BkAµkmmn ,
Dµbmn
α “ DKKµ bmnα ´ εαβBrmAnsβ µ ,
Dµcklmn “ DKKµ cklmn ` 4
?
2 BrkAlmnsµ ` 12 brklα BmAnsαµ , (3.49)
where we recall that D
KK
µ denotes the covariant derivatives w.r.t. Aµ
m (that below will be
identified with the Kaluza-Klein vector Aµ
m) without the density terms, which here have been
indicated explicitly, thereby defining the weight of all fields. The form of these covariant
derivatives implies in particular that we have the following gauge symmetries on these fields,
δΦ “ LΛΦ´ 45 BkΛk ,
δmmn “ LΛmmn ´ 25 BkΛkmmn ,
δbmn
α “ LΛbmnα ` εαβBrmΛnsβ ,
δcklmn “ LΛcklmn ´ 4
?
2 BrkΛlmns ´ 12 brklα BmΛnsα . (3.50)
We close this section by giving some relevant formulas for the decompositions of various
terms in the action upon putting the solution of the section constraint. The scalar kinetic term
(2.21) yields
1
24
DµMMND
µMMN “ ´5
6
DµΦD
µΦ` 1
4
DµmαβD
µmαβ ` 1
4
DµmmnD
µmmn
´ eΦDµbmnαDµbklβmmkmnlmαβ
´ 1
48
e2Φ pDµcklmn pDµcpqrsmkpmlqmmrmns , (3.51)
where we defined
pDµcklmn ” Dµcklmn ` 12εαβ bklαDµbmnβ . (3.52)
25
The ‘scalar potential’ (2.25) takes the form
V “ 3 e7Φ{3 BrkbmnsαBlbpqβmklmmpmnqmαβ
` 5
48
e10Φ{3XklmnpXqrstumkqmlrmmsmntmpu ` VΦpBkΦ, Bkmmnq , (3.53)
where the last term combines all contributions with the internal derivative acting on Φ and
mmn, and
Xklmnp ” Brkclmnps ` 12 εαβ brklαBmbnpsβ . (3.54)
Finally, we give the topological term (2.23) in this parametrization,
Ltop “ 1
8
εµνρστ εklmnp
´?2
6
εαβ Fµν mαFρσ nβ Aτ pkl ` 1
6
FµνmnqFρσ
q Aτ klp
´
?
2
2
εαβ AµmαBnAν pβFρσq Aτ klq ` 1
2
BpB˜µν mnFρσq Aτ klq
`
?
2 εαβ AµmαDνAρnβ BpB˜στ kl ´
?
2AµmαBnB˜νρα BpB˜στ kl
` 2
3
εαβ AµmαBnAν kβAρ lγBpB˜στ γ ´ εαβ εγδAµmαBnAν kβAρ lγDσAτ pδ
`
?
2
9
BmH˜µνραAσ nαAτ klp ´DµB˜νρmnBpB˜στ kl ´ 2
3
εαβ H˜µνρ
βBkB˜στ kα
`OpAµαq
¯
. (3.55)
3.4 External diffeomorphisms
Let us finally turn to the action of the external diffeomorphisms (2.18) under the type IIB
decomposition. On the external vielbein eµ
a this symmetry reduces to that found in the Kaluza-
Klein decomposition in (3.10), because on scalar-densities such as eµ
a and ξµ the gauge-covariant
derivative of EFT simply reduces to the Kaluza-Klein covariant derivative w.r.t. Aµ
m. For the
internal generalized metric MMN the external diffeomorphism transformations on the various
components in (3.44) are read off from (2.18), with the EFT covariant derivatives written out
in (3.49).
Next, we consider the external diffeomorphism transformations of the vector fields, which
are more subtle due to the presence of the term involving the inverse of the generalized metric
M. From (3.46) we determine the relevant components of the matrix MMN ,
Mm,n “ e4Φ{3mmn ,
Mmα,
n “ 2 e4Φ{3 εαβmnkbkmβ ,
Mmn,k “ ´
?
2
12
e4Φ{3 εmnpqrmks
´
cpqrs ´ 6 εαβ bpqαbrsβ
¯
. (3.56)
This in turn determines the following gauge variations of the vector field components in (3.30),
δξAµ
m “ ξνFνµm `Mm,ngµνBnξν ,
δξAµmα “ ξνFνµmα `Mmα,ngµνBnξν ,
δξAµmnk “ 12ǫmnkpqξνFνµpq ` 12ǫmnkpqMpq,nBnξν ,
(3.57)
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with the field strengths given in (3.32). As a first check that EFT subjected to this solution of
the section constraint is equivalent to type IIB supergravity, we infer from the first variation
in here that Aµ
m has the same external diffeomorphism variation as the Kaluza-Klein vector,
c.f. (3.9),
δξAµ
m “ ξνFνµm ` φ´
2
3GmngµνBnξν , (3.58)
therefore justifying the identification of both fields. Indeed, the fields strength components Fµν
m
reduce to the Kaluza-Klein components Fµν
m, see (3.32) and (3.7), and the metric-dependent
terms coincide upon identifying
e4Φ{3mmn “ φ´2{3Gmn , (3.59)
which relates the matrix mmn P SLp5q and the scale factor Φ to the metric Gmn with dynamical
determinant φ2. (This relation can be fixed, for instance, by noting with (3.50) that both
sides transform in the same way under internal diffeomorphisms.) The precise match for the
remaining vector field components will be the subject of the following sections.
4 Type IIB supergravity and its Kaluza-Klein decomposition
In this section, we review ten-dimensional IIB supergravity and bring it into the form that
allows for a convenient translation of its field content into the various components of the EFT
fields identified above.
4.1 Type IIB supergravity
Denoting ten-dimensional curved indices by µˆ, νˆ, . . ., the type IIB field content is given by
Eµˆ
aˆ , mαβ , Cˆµˆνˆ
α , Cˆµˆνˆρˆσˆ , α, β “ 1, 2 , (4.1)
i.e., the zehnbein, the two SLp2q{SOp2q coset scalars parametrizing the symmetric SLp2q matrix
mαβ, a doublet of 2-forms and a 4-form. The 2-forms combine RR 2-form and the NS B-field,
with the abelian field strengths given by
Fˆµˆνˆρˆ
α “ 3 BrµˆCˆνˆρˆsα . (4.2)
The Chern-Simons (CS)-modified curvature of the 4-form is given in components by
Fˆµˆ1...µˆ5 ” 5 Brµˆ1 Cˆµˆ2...µˆ5s ´
5
4
εαβ Cˆrµˆ1µˆ2
αFˆµˆ3µˆ4µˆ5s
β , (4.3)
such that they satisfy the Bianchi identities
6 Brµˆ1 Fˆµˆ2µˆ3µˆ4µˆ5µˆ6s “ ´
5
2
εαβFˆrµˆ1µˆ2µˆ3
αFˆµˆ4µˆ5µˆ6s
β , (4.4)
and transform as
δCˆµˆνˆ
α “ 2 Brµˆλˆνˆsα ,
δCˆµˆνˆρˆσˆ “ 4 Brµˆλˆνˆρˆσˆs `
1
2
εαβ λˆrµˆαFˆνˆρˆσˆsβ ,
(4.5)
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under tensor gauge transformations. The IIB field equations have been constructed in [59–61].
They can be described by a pseudo-action which in our conventions is given by
S “
ż
d10x
a
|G|
´
Rˆ` 1
4
BµˆmαβBµˆmαβ ´ 1
12
Fˆµˆ1µˆ2µˆ3
αFˆ µˆ1µˆ2µˆ3βmαβ
´ 1
30
Fˆµˆ1µˆ2µˆ3µˆ4µˆ5Fˆ
µˆ1µˆ2µˆ3µˆ4µˆ5
¯
´ 1
864
ż
d10xˆ εαβ ε
µˆ1...µˆ10Cµˆ1µˆ2µˆ3µˆ4Fˆµˆ6µˆ7µˆ8
αFˆµˆ8µˆ9µˆ10
β ,
(4.6)
and which after variation of the fields has to be supplemented with the standard self-duality
equations for the 5-form field strength
Fˆµˆνˆρˆσˆτˆ “ 1
5!
a
|G| εµˆνˆρˆσˆτˆ µˆ1µˆ2µˆ3µˆ4µˆ5 Fˆ µˆ1µˆ2µˆ3µˆ4µˆ5 , (4.7)
with |G| ” |detGµˆνˆ | “ |detEµˆaˆ|2. It is straightforward to verify that the integrability conditions
of the self-duality equations together with the Bianchi identities (4.4) coincide with the second-
order field equations obtained by variation of (4.6). Our SLp2q conventions can be translated
into the SUp1, 1q{Up1q conventions of [60], by combining the real components of the doublet
Fˆµˆνˆρˆ
α into a complex F
Fµˆνˆρˆ ” Fˆµˆνˆρˆ1 ` i Fˆµˆνˆρˆ2 , (4.8)
and parametrizing the symmetric SLp2q matrix mαβ in terms of a complex scalar B as
mαβ ” p1´BB˚q´1
˜
p1´Bqp1´B˚q ipB ´B˚q
ipB ´B˚q p1`Bqp1`B˚q
¸
. (4.9)
In terms of the complex combinations
Gµˆνˆρˆ ” fpFµˆνˆρˆ ´BF ˚µˆνˆρˆq , Pµˆ ” f2BµˆB , with f “ p1´BB˚q´1{2 , (4.10)
charged under the Up1q Ă SUp1, 1q, the kinetic terms of (4.6) translate into those of [60] with
mαβFˆµˆνˆρˆ
αFˆ µˆνˆρˆ β “ G˚µˆνˆρˆGµˆνˆρˆ ,
1
4
BµˆmαβBµˆmαβ “ ´2P ˚µˆP µˆ . (4.11)
In the following, we will perform the standard 5` 5 Kaluza-Klein redefinitions of the IIB fields
but keeping the dependence on all ten coordinates.
4.2 Kaluza-Klein decomposition and field redefinitions
We now split the the coordinates according to a 5` 5 Kaluza-Klein decomposition into
xµˆ “ pxµ, ymq , (4.12)
and similarly for the flat indices aˆ “ pa, αq . The µ and a indices range from 0, . . . , 4 and
respectively represent the curved and flat indices of what we will refer to as the external space.
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Similarly, the indices m and α range from 1, . . . , 5 and are associated with the internal space.
After partial fixation of the Lorentz gauge symmetry, the vielbein may be brought into trian-
gular form (3.1)
Eµˆ
aˆ “
˜
φ´1{3 eµa Aµmφmα
0 φm
α
¸
, (4.13)
parametrized in terms of two 5 by 5 matrices eµ
a and φm
α with φ ” detpφmα), and the Kaluza-
Klein vectors Aµ
m. We stress again that all fields depend on all ten coordinates, such that we
are still describing the full IIB theory. The result of the ten-dimensional Einstein-Hilbert term
in the parametrization (4.13) has been given in [13] and in particular features the non-abelian
Kaluza-Klein field strength
Fµν
m ” 2 BrµAνsm ´AµnBnAνm `AνnBnAµm . (4.14)
In order to describe the Kaluza-Klein decomposition of the p-forms, we introduce in standard
Kaluza-Klein manner the projector Pµ
νˆ “ EµaEaνˆ . It converts 10-dimensional curved indices
into 5-dimensional ones such that the resulting fields transform covariantly (i.e. according to
the structure of their internal indices) under internal diffeomorphisms. We denote its action by
a bar on the corresponding p-form components,
Cµ ” Pµνˆ Cˆνˆ , etc. , (4.15)
such that the IIB two- and four-form give rise to the components
Cmn
α “ Cˆmnα ,
Cµm
α “ Cˆµmα ´AµpCˆpmα ,
Cµν
α “ Cˆµνα ´ 2ArµpCˆ|p|νsα `AµpAνqCˆpqα ,
Cmnkl “ Cˆmnkl ,
Cµnkl “ Cˆµnkl ´AµpCˆpnkl ,
Cµν kl “ Cˆµνkl ´ 2ArµpCˆ|p|νskl `AµpAνqCˆpqkl ,
Cµνρ l “ Cˆµνρ l ´ 3ArµpCˆ|p|νρs l ` 3ArµpAνqCˆ|pq|ρs l ´AµpAνqAρrCˆpqrl ,
Cµνρσ “ Cˆµνρσ ´ 4ArµpCˆ|p|νρσs ` 6ArµpAνqCˆ|pq|ρσs ´ 4ArµpAνqAρrCˆ|pqr|σs
`AµpAνqAρrAσsCˆpqrs .
(4.16)
The same redefinition applies to field strengths and gauge parameters. The redefined fields
now transform covariantly under internal diffeomorphisms. Indeed, separating ten-dimensional
diffeomorphisms into ξµˆ “ pξµ,Λmq, we find together with (4.5)
δCmn
α “ 2Brmλnsα ` LΛCmnα ,
δCµm
α “ DKKµ λmα ´ Bmλµα ` LΛCµmα ,
δCµν
α “ 2DKKrµ λνsα ` Fµνkλkα ` LΛCµνα ,
(4.17)
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for the transformation behaviour of the redefined 2-forms under gauge transformations and
internal diffeomorphisms. As in the previous section, derivatives D
KK
µ are covariantized w.r.t.
the action of internal diffeomorphisms, i.e.
D
KK
µ λm
α ” Bµλmα ´AµnBnλmα ´ BmAµnλnα , etc. . (4.18)
In contrast to D “ 11 supergravity for which these redefinitions and covariant gauge transfor-
mations have been explicitly worked out in [13], the presence of Chern-Simons terms in the IIB
field strengths (4.3) requires a further redefinition for the components of the 4-form in order
to establish the dictionary to the fields of EFT. This is related to the fact that tensor gauge
transformations for the EFT p-forms that we have discussed in the previous section do not mix
these forms with the scalar fields of the theory. This motivates the following and final field
redefinition7
Cklmn ” Cklmn ,
Cµkmn ” Cµkmn ´ 3
8
εαβCµ rkαCmnsβ ,
Cµν mn ” Cµν mn ´ 1
8
εαβCµν
αCmn
β ,
Cµνρm ” Cµνρm ´ 3
8
εαβCrµναCρsmβ ,
Cµνρσ ” Cµνρσ .
(4.19)
For the components of the two-form Cµν
α, etc., there is no further redefinition, so for simplicity
of the notation, we will simply drop their bars in the following
Cmn
α ” Cmnα , Cµmα ” Cµmα , Cµνα ” Cµνα . (4.20)
Although we have not seen the 3-form and the 4-form in the tensor hierarchy of the E6p6q
EFT, we will show later that it is possible to test their expressions by comparing the reduced
D “ 10 self duality equations (4.7) to the first order duality equations (2.26) from EFT. The
redefined 4-forms (4.19) continue to transform covariantly under internal diffeomorphisms with
their total gauge transformations given by
δCmnkl “ 4Brmλnkls `
3
2
ǫαβBrmλnCklsβ ` LΛCmnkl ,
δCµ kmn “ DKKµ λkmn ´ 3Brkλ|µ|mns ` LΛCµkmn
` 3
4
εαβ
´
λrkαBmC|µ|nsβ ´ BrmλkαC|µ|nsβ
¯
,
δCµν mn “ 2DKKrµ λνsmn ` 2Brmλnsµν ` Fµνkλkmn ` LΛCµνmn
` 1
4
εαβ
´
´2BrmC|µ|nsαλνβ ` Fµν rmαλnsβ ´ λrmαBnsCµνβ
¯
.
(4.21)
We see that after the redefinitions (4.19), the variation of δCµ kmn and δCµν mn no longer
carry any scalar fields Cmn
α and are thus of the form to be matched with the fields and
7Similar redefinitions have been discussed in [62] in order to recover part of the E6p6q tensor hierarchy structure
from the IIB supersymmetry variations.
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transformations of EFT. The field strengths appearing on the r.h.s. of (4.21) are the Kaluza-
Klein field strength (4.14) and the modified three-form field strength
Fµν n
α ” Fµν nα ´ FµνkCknα ,
“ 2DrµCνsmα ` BmCµνα , (4.22)
again redefined such that the scalar contribution is split off. For completeness we also give the
remaining components of the three-form field strength
Fkmn
α ” F kmnα “ 3BrkCmnsα ,
Fµmn
α ” F µmnα “ DKKµ Cmnα ´ 2BrmC|µ|nsα ,
Fµνρ
α ” F µνρα “ 3DKKrµ Cνρsα ´ 3FrµνkCρskα ,
(4.23)
as well as the properly redefined components of the five-form field strength, expressed in terms
of the components (4.19) according to
Fmpqrs ” Fmpqrs “ 5 BrmCpqrss ´
5
4
εαβ CrmpαF qrssβ ,
Fµpqrs ” Fµpqrs
“ DKKµ Cpqrs ´ 4BrpC|µ|qrss ´
3
4
εαβCrpqαF|µ|rssβ `
3
2
εαβCrpqαBrC|µ|ssβ ,
Fµνkmn ” Fµνkmn ´ 3
4
εαβFµνrkαCmnsβ ´ FµνppCpkmn ´
3
8
εαβCrkmαC|p|nsβq
“ 2DKKrµ Cνskmn ` 3BrkC|µν|mns ´
3
2
εαβCµrkαBmC|ν|nsβ ,
Fµνρmn ” Fµνρmn ´ 1
4
εαβFµνρ
αCmn
β
“ 3DKKrµ Cνρsmn ´ 2BrmC|µνρ|ns ´ 3FrµνkCρskmn
´ 3
2
εαβpBrmCrµναCρsnsβ ` Crµ|m|αDνCρsnβq ,
Fµνρσm ” Fµνρσm
“ 4DKKrµ Cνρσsm ` BmCµνρσ ` 6FrµνpCρσspm
` 3
2
εαβFrµνkCρ|m|αCσskβ ´
3
4
εαβCrµναB|m|Cρσsβ ` εαβ CµmαFνρσβ ,
Fµνρστ ” Fµνρστ “ 5DKKrµ Cνρστ s ´ 10FrµνmCρστ sm ´
15
4
εαβCrµναD
KK
ρ Cστ sβ . (4.24)
4.3 External diffeomorphisms
In the previous subsection we have decomposed the IIB fields according to a 5+5 Kaluza-Klein
split (without giving up the dependence on the 5 internal coordinates) and spelled out their
transformations under internal diffeomorphisms and tensor gauge transformations after suitable
redefinitions of the various components. Before fully establish the dictionary to the fields in
the EFT basis, we will in this section compute the behaviour of the redefined IIB fields under
external diffeomorphisms ξµ, whose parameter may in general also depend on all 10 coordinates.
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Above, we have already discussed the transformation of the KK vector fields under external
diffeomorphisms
δcovξ Aµ
m “ ξνFνµm ` φ´
2
3GmngµνBnξν , (4.25)
c.f. (3.9), which is in agreement with the EFT gauge vector transformations reduced to this
component. Let us now test the remaining vector components from the IIB p-forms. For Cµm
α,
as redefined in (4.16), a straightforward calculation gives
δξCµm
α “ LξCµmα ´ φ´
2
3GnkCnm
αgµνBkξν
` BmξνAνnCµnα ´AµnBnξνCνmα ` BmξνCµνα , (4.26)
under external diffeomorphisms. The origin of the second term is the corresponding variation
of the Kaluza-Klein vector (4.25) which enters the redefined fields in (4.16). As for the Kaluza-
Klein vector field, it follows that the last three terms are eliminated by field dependent gauge
transformations with parameters (parameter redefinition)
Λm “ ´ξνAνm , λmα “ ´ξνCνmα , λµα “ ´ξνCνµα , (4.27)
which render the action of the diffeomorphism manifestly gauge covariant. Together, the vari-
ation takes the form
δcovξ Cµm
α “ ξνFνµmα ´ φ´
2
3GnkCnm
αgµνBkξν . (4.28)
Note in particular that the field strength entering this formula is the one defined in (4.22) which
does not carry any scalar contributions. This is the form of the variation that we will be able
to match with the corresponding variation for the fields in the EFT basis.
Next let us consider the variation of the 4-form component Cµmnk. After standard Kaluza-
Klein redefinition (4.16), some straightforward calculation yields
δξCµmnk “ ξν
´
2DKKrν Cµsmnk ` 3BrmC |νµ|nks
¯
` LξνAνCµmnk
`DKKµ pξνCνmnkq ´ 3 BrmpξνC |νµ|nksq ` φ´
2
3Glp Cmnkl gµνBpξν , (4.29)
for the variation under external diffeomorphisms in terms of the redefined fields. In the first term
we recognize the covariant field strength Fνµmnk from (4.24) up to its bilinear contributions.
These will be completed once we consider the variation of the redefined four form
δξCµmnk “ δξCµmnk ´ 3
8
εαβδξCµrmαCnksβ ´
3
8
εαβCµrmαδξCnksβ , (4.30)
with the second term obtained via (4.28), and the third term carrying
δξCmn
α “ ξνFνmnα ` 2BrmpξνC|ν|nsαq ` LξνAνCmnα . (4.31)
Combining all these contributions and supplementing the variation by the gauge transformations
with parameters (4.27), we arrive at the final form
δcovξ Cµmnk “ ξν Fνµmnk ` φ´
2
3Glp
ˆ
Cmnkl ` 3
8
εαβClrmαCnksβ
˙
gµνBpξν . (4.32)
In the next section, we will provide the complete dictionary between the Kaluza-Klein rede-
fined fields of type IIB supergravity and the fundamental fields in the E6p6q EFT. In particular,
matching the EFT equations against the IIB self-duality equations (4.7), we will explicitly
reconstruct the remaining 4-form components Cµνρm, Cµνρσ .
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5 Embedding of type IIB into E6p6q Exceptional Field Theory
In this section, we provide an explicit dictionary between the Kaluza-Klein redefined fields of
type IIB supergravity and those of the E6p6q exceptional field theory after picking solution (3.29)
of the section constraint. We first show that the fundamental EFT fields can be identified among
the redefined IIB fields on a pure kinematical level by comparing the transformation behaviour
under diffeomorphisms and gauge transformations. We then show that the equivalence also
holds on the dynamical level by reproducing the IIB self-duality equations (4.7) from the EFT
field equations. In particular, this will allow us to obtain explicit expressions for the remaining
4-form components Cµνρm, Cµνρσ which do not show up among the fundamental EFT fields,
but whose existence follows from the EFT dynamics.
5.1 Kinematics
Before identifying the details of the IIB embedding, let us first revisit the resulting field content
of EFT after picking solution (3.29) of the section constraint. With the split (3.25), (3.26), the
full p-form field content of the E6p6q Lagrangian in this basis is given by (3.30)
tAµm,Aµmα,Aµ kmn,Aµαu , tBµνα,Bµν mn,Bµνmαu , (5.1)
where, more precisely, the Lagrangian depends on the 2-forms only under certain contrac-
tions with internal derivatives, c.f. (3.31). The EFT scalar sector is described by the fields
parametrizing the E6p6q generalized metric MMN (3.44)
tΦ,mmn,mαβ , bmnα, cklmnu . (5.2)
Comparing the index structure of these fields to the field content of the Kaluza-Klein decom-
position of IIB supergravity given in the previous section allows to give a first qualitative
correspondence between the two formulations. With the discussion of section 3.1 in mind, it
appears natural to relate the field Aµ
m to the IIB Kaluza-Klein vector field Aµ
m, and the
scalars Φ, mmn, to the remaining components of the internal IIB metric (4.13).
According to their index structure, the fields tbmnα,Aµmα,Bµναu from (5.1), (5.2) will relate
to the different components of the SLp2q doublet of ten-dimensional two-forms. Similarly the
fields cklmn,Aµkmn,Bµν mn will translate into the components of the (self-dual) IIB four-form.
The remaining fields Aµα,Bµν
mα descend from components of the doublet of dual six-forms.
The two-form tensors Bµν m that complete the two-forms in (5.1) into the full 27 Bµν M of E6p6q
do not figure in the E6p6q covariant Lagrangian. They represent the degrees of freedom on-shell
dual to the Kaluza-Klein vector fields, i.e. descending from the ten-dimensional dual graviton.
Recall that in the EFT formulation, all vector fields in (5.1) appear with a Yang-Mills
kinetic term whereas the two-forms couple via a topological term and are on-shell dual to the
vector fields. In order to match the structure of IIB supergravity, we will thus have to trade the
Yang-Mills vector fields Aµα for a propagating two-form Bµν
α. Let us make this more explicit.
The α-component of the EFT duality equations (2.26) yields
eMαβ Fµνβ “ ´1
6
εµνρστ H˜ρστ
α ´ eMαM Fµν M , (5.3)
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where we have introduced the index split
tXM u ÝÑ tXM ,Xαu . (5.4)
With the two-form fields B˜µν
kβ entering Fµν β on the l.h.s. of (5.3), this duality equation then
allows to eliminate all B˜µν
kβ from the Lagrangian. The gauge symmetry (3.36) shows that in
the process, the vector fields Aµα also disappear from the Lagrangian.
8 We infer from (5.3)
that the kinetic term for the remaining vector fields changes into the form
e´1 Lkin,1 “ ´1
4
Fµν
MFµνNM˜MN , (5.6)
with M˜MN from (3.47). At the same time, the two-forms B˜µν
α are promoted into propagating
fields with kinetic term
e´1 Lkin,2 “ ´ 1
12
e´5Φ{3mαβ H˜µνραH˜µνρ β . (5.7)
After this dualization, the remaining field content thus is given by
tΦ,mmn, bmnα, cklmn,Aµm,Aµmα,Aµkmn,Bµνα,Bµν mnu , (5.8)
with all except for the last field representing propagating degrees of freedom. In contrast, the
two-form Bµν mn is related by a first order duality equation (2.26) to Aµkmn, remnant of the
IIB self-duality equations (4.7). In the following, we will make the dictionary fully explicit.
5.2 Dictionary and match of gauge symmetries
Having established the match of degrees of freedom between IIB supergravity and EFT upon
choosing the IIB solution of the section condition, we can now make the map more precise
by inspecting the gauge and diffeomorphism transformations on both sides. After Kaluza-
Klein decomposition and redefinition of the IIB fields, as described in section 4.2, the resulting
components turn out to be proportional to the EFT fields in their decomposition given in
section 3.3 above. Specifically, comparing the variation of the EFT vector and two-form fields
(3.34), (3.37), to the corresponding transformations in (4.17), (4.21), allows us to establish the
dictionary
Aµ
m “ Aµm , Cµmα “ ´εαβAµmβ , Cµνα “ B˜µνα ,
Cµν mn “
?
2
4
B˜µν mn , Cµkmn “
?
2
4
Aµkmn “
?
2
8
εmnkpqAµ
pq , (5.9)
respectively. The corresponding gauge parameters translate with the same proportionality
factors, and also the redefined IIB field strengths (4.22), (4.24) precisely translate into the EFT
analogues
Fµν
m “ Fµνm , Fµν mα “ ´εαβFµν mβ , Fµν kmn “
?
2
4
Fµν kmn . (5.10)
8Strictly speaking, equation (5.3) only holds up to an x-dependent ‘integration constant’ Cµν αpxq, since it
enters under y-derivative. To fix this freedom, we have to combine the equation with the vector field equations,
Dν
´
eM
α
M F
νµM
¯
“
1
4
ε
µνρστ
ε
αβ
Fνρ
k
Fστ kβ , (5.5)
and the Bianchi identity (3.40), leaving us with DµC
µν α “ 0 . In the following we will directly set Cµν α “ 0.
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This dictionary may be further confirmed upon comparing the action of external diffeomor-
phisms on both sides. Indeed, the variations calculated in (4.25), (4.28), (4.32) above, precisely
reproduce the EFT transformation law (2.18) for the vectors Aµ
M , provided we identify the
components of the scalar matrix MMN (3.56) with the IIB fields according to
φ´
2
3Gmn “ e4Φ{3mmn , Cmnα “ ´2bmnα , Cmnkl “ ´1
4
cmnkl . (5.11)
This last identification is precisely compatible with the gauge transformation behaviour (3.50) as
compared to the scalar components of (4.17), (4.21). Let us also note, that with this dictionary
the EFT covariant derivatives (3.49) for the scalar fields precisely translate into the components
of the IIB field strengths
Dµbmn
α “ ´1
2
Fµmn
α ,
pDµcklmn “ ´4Fµklmn , (5.12)
with pDµcklmn from (3.52). Similarly, we have the identification
Brkclmnps ` 12 εαβ brklαBmbnpsβ “ Xklmnp “ ´
4
5
F klmnp , (5.13)
with Xklmnp from (3.54).
We have thus identified the elementary EFT fields among the Kaluza-Klein components
of the IIB fields. So far, the identification has been solely based on the matching of gauge
symmetries on both sides. We will in the following show that the embedding of IIB into EFT
also holds dynamically on the level of the equations of motion.
5.3 Dynamics and reconstruction of 3- and 4-forms
In this section, we will show how the full IIB self-duality equations (4.7) follow from the EFT
dynamics. Along the way, we will establish explicit expressions for the remaining components
of the ten-dimensional 4-form, thereby completing the explicit embedding of the IIB theory. To
begin with, it is useful to first rewrite the various components of the IIB self-duality equations
in terms of the Kaluza-Klein decomposed fields introduced in section 4.2 above. With the IIB
metric (4.13) given in term of the EFT fields as
Gµˆνˆ “
˜
e5Φ{6 gµν `AµmAνn φmn e´Φ{2mknAµk
e´Φ{2mmkAνk e´Φ{2mmn
¸
, (5.14)
the IIB self-duality equations (4.7) split into the following three components
Fµνρmn “ 1
12
e2Φ{3
?´g εµνρστ εmnklp F στ qrsmkqmlrmpq , (5.15)
Fµνρσm “ ´ 1
24
e2Φ
?´g εµνρστmmnεnklpq F τ klpq , (5.16)
Fµνρστ “ 1
120
e10Φ{3
?´g εµνρστ εmnklp Fmnklp . (5.17)
On the r.h.s. all external indices are raised and lowered with the metric gµν , and both ε-symbols
denote the numerical tensor densities. All explicit appearance of Kaluza-Klein vectors Aµ
m from
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(5.14) is absorbed in the redefined F ’s. We will now reproduce these equations one by one from
the EFT dynamics.
Let us start from the rmns component of the EFT duality equations (2.26) which can be
integrated to
H˜µνρmn `Omnµνρ “ 1
2
eεµνρστ Mmn,M F
στ M , (5.18)
where the Omnµνρ keeps track of the integration ambiguity and satisfies
BrkOmnsµνρ “ 0 ùñ Omnµνρ ” Brmξnsµνρ (locally) . (5.19)
Eliminating Fµν α on the r.h.s. of (5.18) by means of (5.3) turns MMN into M˜MN , such that
upon using the explicit expressions (3.48), we obtain
Brmξnsµνρ “
1
12
e2Φ{3 e εµνρστ εmnklpmkqmlrmps pFστ qrs
´ H˜µνρmn ´
?
2 εαβ bmn
αH˜µνρ
β , (5.20)
withpFµν klm ” Fµν klm ` 3?2 brklαF|µν|msα ` 3?2 εαβ bnrkαblmsβFµνn ` 12 ?2 cklmnFµνn .
“ 2
?
2Fµν klm , (5.21)
where the last identity is easily confirmed upon using the dictionary of field strengths (4.24),
(5.10) and scalars (5.11). Together, the relation (5.20) then gives rise to
Fµνρmn ´ 1
4
εαβ Cmn
α Fµνρ
β “ 1
12
e2Φ{3 e εµνρστ εmnklpmkqmlrmps F
στ
qrs , (5.22)
and thus precisely reproduces (5.15) if we identify the 3-form component Cµνρm from (4.19) as
Cµνρm “ ´1
8
?
2 ξmµνρ . (5.23)
We have thus reproduced the first of the components of the IIB self-duality equations and along
the way identified one of the missing components (5.23) of the IIB four-form, that is not among
the fundamental EFT fields. It is defined by the first order differential equations (5.22) in terms
of the EFT fields up to a gradient
Cµνρm ÝÑ Cµνρm ` Bmλµνρ , (5.24)
corresponding to a gauge transformation in the IIB theory.
Let us continue towards the other components (5.16), (5.17), of the self-duality relations.
Consider the external curl of (5.18), which reads
4DrµH˜νρσsmn ` 4DKKrµ Oνρσsmn “ 2 eετλrνρσ D
KK
µs
´
Mmn,N F
τλN
¯
, (5.25)
and use the Bianchi identity (3.41) to find
4 Bm
´
D
KK
rµ ξνρσsn
¯
“ 6FrµνkFρσs kmn ` 3
?
2 εαβ Frµν |mα|Fρσsnβ
` 4
?
2 BmH˜rµνραAσsnα ´ eεµνρσλDKKτ
´
Mmn,N F
τλN
¯
´ 3
?
2 Bm
´
εαβ B˜rµναB|n|B˜ρσsβ
¯
` 12 Bm
´
FrµνkB˜ρσs kn
¯
` 6
?
2 Bm
´
εαβArµ |nα|FνρkAσs kβ
¯
, (5.26)
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where both, left and right hand side are supposed to be explicitly projected onto their part
antisymmetric in rmns .
In order to simplify the second line, we make use of the equations of motion obtained by
varying the Lagrangian (2.19) w.r.t. the vector fields Aµ
mn and using the duality equation (5.3)
in order to eliminate Fµν α,
0 “ ´ 1
24
?
2 Brm
´
e2Φmnsk pDµcpqrsεkpqrs¯`DKKν `Mmn,MFνµM˘
` 1
6
?
2 εµνρστ BrmA|ν|nsαH˜ρστ α ´
1
12
?
2 εµνρστ Aν rm|α|BnsH˜ρστ α
` 3
4
εµνρστ
´?2
6
εαβ FνρmαFστ nβ ` 1
3
FνρmnpFστ
p `
?
2
9
Aνrm|α| BnsH˜ρστ α
¯
.(5.27)
Together we find for (5.26)
4 Bm
`
D
KK
µ ξνρσ n
˘ “ ´ 1
24
?
2 eεµνρσλ Bm
´
e2Φmnk pDλcpqrsεkpqrs¯
´ 3
?
2 Bm
´
εαβ B˜µν
αBnB˜ρσβ
¯
` 12 Bm
´
Fµν
kB˜ρσ kn
¯
` 6
?
2 Bm
´
Aµnαε
αβFνρ
kAσ kβ
¯
´ 4
?
2 Bm
´
AµnαH˜νρσ
α
¯
, (5.28)
again, projected onto the antisymmetric part rmns . The entire equation thus takes the form
of an internal curl and can be integrated to
´ 1
24
?
2 eεµνρσλ e
2Φmnk pDλcpqrsεkpqrs “ 4DKKrµ ξνρσsn ` 3?2 εαβ B˜rµναB|n|B˜ρσsβ
´ 12FrµνkB˜ρσs kn ´ 6
?
2 εαβ FrµνkAρ |nα|Aσs kβ
` 4
?
2AµnαH˜νρσ
α ` Bnξµνρσ , (5.29)
up to an internal gradient Bnξµνρσ. Applying the dictionary (5.9), (5.10) to translate all fields
into the IIB components, this equation becomes
´ 1
24
eεµνρσλε
kpqrs e2Φmnk F
λ
pqrs “ Fµνρσ n ´ Bn
ˆ
Cµνρσ ` 1
8
?
2 ξµνρσ
˙
, (5.30)
i.e. reproduces equation (5.16), provided we identify the last missing component of the 4-form
as
Cµνρσ “ ´1
8
?
2 ξµνρσ . (5.31)
We have thus also reproduced the second component of the IIB self-duality equations and along
the way identified the last missing components (5.31) of the IIB four-form, that is not among
the fundamental EFT fields. It is defined by the first order differential equations (5.29) in terms
of the EFT fields up to an additive function
Cµνρσ ÝÑ Cµνρσ ` Λµνρσpxq , (5.32)
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which we will fix in the following. In order to find the last component (5.17) of the self-duality
equations, we take the external curl of (5.29)
´BnDKKrµ ξνρστ s “ ´
1
120
?
2 eεµνρστ D
KK
λ
´
e2Φmnk pDλcpqrsεkpqrs¯` 2?2Frµν |nα|H˜ρστ sα
` 4Frµνk
´
H˜ρστ s kn ` Brkξρστ sns
¯
` 2
?
2 εαβBnB˜rµνβH˜ρστ sα
´ 2
?
2 εαβ H˜rµνραB|n|B˜στ sβ ´ 6
?
2εαβFrµνkAρ |nα|Fστ s kβ
` 6
?
2 εαβArµ |nα|FνρkFστ skβ ´ 3
?
2 Bn
´
εαβ B˜rµναDρB˜στ sβ
¯
` 2Bn
´
Frµνkξρστ s k
¯
, (5.33)
which after using the equations of motion for cklmn turns into a full internal gradient and can
be integrated to the equation
D
KK
rµ ξνρστ s ` 3
?
2 εαβ B˜rνραDµB˜στ sβ ´ 2Frµνkξρστ s k “
?
2
120
eεµνρστ ε
klmnp e10Φ{3Xklmnp ,
(5.34)
with X from (3.54), up to some y-independent function. The latter can be set to zero by
properly fixing the freedom (5.32). After translating (5.34) into the IIB fields, we thus find
5D
KK
rµ Cνρστ s ´
15
4
εαβ CrνραD
KK
µ Cστ sβ ´ 10FrµνkCρστ s k “
1
120
eεµνρστ ε
klmnp e10Φ{3 F klmnp .
(5.35)
Thereby we find the last missing component (5.17) of the IIB self-duality equation. We have
thus shown that the full IIB self-duality equations (4.7) follow from the EFT dynamics, provided
we identify by (5.23), (5.31) the remaining components of the IIB 4-form. Together with the
dictionary established in section (5.2), this defines all the IIB fields in terms of the fundamental
fields from EFT.
5.4 Complementary checks
We have in the preceding sections established the full dictionary between the IIB theory and the
EFT fields upon choosing the explicit solution (3.29) of the section constraint. In particular,
we have defined all the components of the IIB fields (4.1) in terms of the fundamental EFT
fields and shown that the EFT dynamics implies the full IIB self-duality equations (4.7). Via
integrability this also implies the IIB second order field equations for the 4-form. The remaining
equations of motion of the IIB theory can be verified in a more straightforward manner, similar
to the analogous discussion for the embedding of D “ 11 supergravity [13], by using the explicit
dictionary.
As an example, let us collect the contributions to the kinetic terms for the IIB two-form
doublet Cˆµˆνˆ
α. According to their Kaluza-Klein decomposition, these contributions descend
from different terms of the EFT Lagrangian: the kinetic terms (3.51), (5.6), (5.7), and the
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scalar potential (3.53), giving rise to
e´1 L2´form “ ´eΦDµbmnαDµbklβmkmmlnmαβ ´ 1
4
e´Φ{3mmnmαβ Fµν mαFµνnβ
´ 1
12
e´5Φ{3mαβ H˜µνραH˜µνρ β ´ 3 e7Φ{3 BrkbmnsαBlbpqβmαβmklmmpmnq .
(5.36)
Upon translating these fields into the IIB components via (5.10)–(5.12), the Lagrangian takes
the form
L2´form “ ´ 1
12
a
|G|
´
3Fµmn
αFµmn β ` 3FµνmαFµνmβ
` FµνραFµνρ β ` FkmnαF kmnβ
¯
mαβ ,
where now all indices on the r.h.s. are raised and lowered with the full IIB metric (5.14). The
result thus precisely agrees with the corresponding kinetic term of the IIB (pseudo-)action (4.6).
Similarly, we find from collecting all the EFT contributions to the 5-form kinetic term
L5´form “ ´ 1
15
a
|G|
´
FklmnpF
klmnp ` 5FµklmnFµklmn ` 10FµνklmFµνklm
¯
, (5.37)
which reproduces half of the components of the corresponding term in the pseudo-action (4.6),
with the other half doubling the contribution due to the self-duality equations (4.7).9
6 Generalized Scherk-Schwarz compactification
The manifestly covariant formulation of EFT described in the previous sections has proven a
rather powerful tool in order to describe consistent truncations by means of a generalization
of the Scherk-Schwarz ansatz [63] to the exceptional space-time [39]. This relates to gauged
supergravity theories in lower dimensions (in this case to D “ 5 supergravities), formulated in
the embedding tensor formalism. Via the explicit dictionary of EFT to D “ 11 and type IIB
supergravity, this ansatz then provides the full Kaluza-Klein embedding of various consistent
truncations.
The generalized Scherk-Schwarz ansatz in EFT is governed by a group-valued twist matrix
U P E6p6q, depending on the internal coordinates, which rotates each fundamental group index.
For instance, for the generalized metric the ansatz reads
MMN px, Y q “ UMKpY qUNLpY qMKLpxq , (6.1)
where MMN becomes the E6p6q-valued scalar matrix of five-dimensional gauged supergravity.
This ansatz is invariant under a global E6p6q symmetry acting on the underlined indices. Indeed,
gauged supergravity in the embedding tensor formalism is covariant w.r.t. a global duality group
(E6p6q in the present case), although this is not a physical symmetry but rather relates different
9Again, it is important that the self-duality equation (4.7) is to be used in the pseudo-action (4.6) only after
deriving the field equations by variation. Strictly speaking, our proof of equivalence holds on the level of the
field equations.
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gauged supergravities to each other. In addition to the group valued twist matrix, consistency
requires that we also introduce a scale factor ρ, depending only on the internal coordinates, for
fields carrying a non-zero density weight λ, for which the ansatz contains ρ´3λ. We thus write
the general reduction ansatz for all bosonic fields of the E6p6q EFT (1.2) as [39]
MMN px, Y q “ UMKpY qUNLpY qMKLpxq ,
gµνpx, Y q “ ρ´2pY qgµνpxq ,
Aµ
M px, Y q “ ρ´1pY qAµN pxqpU´1qNM pY q ,
Bµν M px, Y q “ ρ´2pY qUMN pY qBµν N pxq . (6.2)
We will call the above ansatz consistent if the twist matrix U and the function ρ factor
out of all covariant expressions in the action, the gauge transformations or the equations of
motion. If this is established, it follows that the reduction is consistent in the strong Kaluza-
Klein sense that any solution of the lower-dimensional theory can be uplifted to a solution of
the full theory, with the uplift formulas being (6.2). Let us explain the required consistency
conditions for the gauge transformations under internal generalized diffeomorphisms, for which
the gauge parameter is subject to the same ansatz as the one-form gauge field,
ΛM px, Y q “ ρ´1pY qpU´1qNM pY qΛN pxq . (6.3)
We start with the field gµν that transforms as a scalar density of weight λ “ 23 . Consistency of
the ansatz (6.2) requires that under gauge transformations we have
δΛgµνpx, Y q “ ρ´2pY qδΛgµνpxq , (6.4)
where the expression for δΛgµν is Y -independent and can hence consistently be interpreted as
the gauge transformation for the lower-dimensional metric. The variation on the left-hand side
yields, upon insertion of (6.3),
δΛgµν “ ΛNBNgµν ` 23 BNΛNgµν
“ ρ´1pU´1qKNΛK BN pρ´2gµνq ` 23 BN pρ´1pU´1qKN qΛK ρ´2gµν
“ 2
3
ρ´3
”
BN pU´1qKN ´ 4 pU´1qKN ρ´1BNρ
ı
ΛK gµν .
(6.5)
If we now demand that
BN pU´1qKN ´ 4 pU´1qKN ρ´1BNρ “ 3 ρϑK , (6.6)
where ϑK is constant, then the ansatz (6.4) is established with
δΛgµν “ 2ΛM ϑM gµν . (6.7)
This corresponds to a gauging of the so-called trombone symmetry that rescales the metric and
the other tensor fields of the theory with specific weights. Here, ϑK is the embedding tensor
component for the trombone gauging, as introduced in [64]. An important consistency condition
is that (6.6) is a covariant equation under internal generalized diffeomorphisms. Treating the
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(inverse) twist matrix as a vector of weight zero, its divergence BN pU´1qMN (recalling that the
underlined index is inert) is not a scalar. Indeed, a quick computation with (2.6) using the
section constraint shows that it transforms as a scalar density of weight λ “ ´1
3
, except for the
following anomalous term in the transformation
∆ncΛ pBN pU´1qMN q “ ´43 BN pB ¨ ΛqpU´1qMN . (6.8)
This contribution is precisely cancelled by the anomalous variation of the second term in (6.6),
provided ρ is a scalar density of weight λpρq “ ´1
3
. Then both sides of (6.6) are scalar densities
of weight λ “ ´1
3
and the equation is gauge covariant.
Let us now turn to the consistency conditions required for fields with a non-trivial tensor
structure under internal generalized diffeomorphisms, as the generalized metric. In parallel to
the above discussion we require that the twist matrices consistently factor out, i.e.
δΛMMN px, Y q “ UMKpY qUNLpY qδΛMKLpxq . (6.9)
Using the explicit form of the gauge transformations given by generalized Lie derivatives (2.6)
one may verify by direct computation that this leads to consistent gauge transformations
δΛMMN pxq “ 2ΛLpxq
`
ΘL
α ` 9
2
ϑR ptαqLR
˘ ptαqpMP MNqP pxq , (6.10)
provided we assume the consistency conditions“pU´1qMKpU´1qNLBKULP ‰351 “ 15 ρΘMαptαqNP , (6.11)
where the constant ΘM
α is the embedding tensor encoding conventional (i.e. non-trombone)
gaugings, and the left-hand side is projected onto the 351 sub-representation. Specifically,
writing the derivatives of U in terms of
XMN
K ” pU´1qMKpU´1qNLBKULK ” XMαptαqNK , (6.12)
where we used that since U is group valued, U´1BU is Lie algebra valued (in the indices N , K),
so that we can expand it in terms of generators as done in the second equality, the projector
acts as (c.f. eq. (4.13) in [65]),“
XM
α
‰
351
” pP351qMαNβ XNβ
“ 1
5
´
XM
α ´ 6 ptαqPN ptβqMP XNβ ` 32 ptαqMP ptβqPN XNβ
¯
.
(6.13)
Also the condition (6.11) is covariant under internal diffeomorphisms. This can be explicitly
verified in the same way as the covariance of the torsion tensor (2.36), which lives in the same
representation. Let us emphasize that solving the consistency equations (6.6) and (6.11) for U
and ρ in general is a rather non-trivial problem. It would be important to develop a general
theory for doing this, which plausibly may require a better understanding of large generalized
diffeomorphisms, as in [66–69].
The consistency conditions (6.6) and (6.11) can equivalently be encoded in the structure of
a ‘generalized parallelization’, see [70]. To this end, the twist matrix U and the scale factor ρ
are combined into a vector of non-zero weight,
ppU´1qMN ” ρ´1 pU´1qMN . (6.14)
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Since ρ carries weight ´1
3
this is a generalized vector of weight 1
3
, the same as for the gauge
parameter, so that the generalized Lie derivative w.r.t. pU´1 is well-defined. Both consistency
conditions (6.6) and (6.11) can then be encoded in the single manifestly covariant equation
L pU´1
M
pU´1N ” ´XMNK pU´1K , (6.15)
with XMN
K constant and related to the D “ 5 embedding tensor as
XMN
K “ `ΘMα ` 92 ϑLptαqML˘ptαqNK ´ δNK ϑM , (6.16)
as we briefly verify in the following. In particular, equation (6.15) implies that
L pU´1
M
ρ “ ´ϑM ρ . (6.17)
The left-hand side of (6.15) reads`
L pU´1
M
pU´1N ˘K “ ppU´1qMNBN ppU´1qNK ´ 6 ptαqLKptαqQP BP ppU´1qMQ ppU´1qNL
` 1
3
BP ppU´1qMP ppU´1qNK . (6.18)
Expressing this in terms of U and ρ, writing the derivatives of U in terms of (6.12), and
multiplying both sides by pUKK , a quick computation yields
pUKK `L pU´1
M
pU´1N ˘K “ ´ ρ´1ptαqNK ´XMα ´ 6 ptαqPQ ptβqMP XQβ¯´ 13 ρ´1 XPMP δNK
`
´
6 ptαqNK ptαqMQ pU´1qQP ´ 43 pU´1qMP δNK
¯
ρ´2BP ρ .
(6.19)
Next, the form of the projector (6.13) onto the 351 allows us to rewrite the terms in parenthesis
in the first line of (6.19). One finds
pUKK `L pU´1
M
pU´1N ˘K “ ´ 5 ρ´1“XMNK ‰351 ` 13 ρ´1 δNK `BP pU´1qMP ´ 4 pU´1qMP ρ´1BP ρ˘
´ 3
2
ρ´1ptαqNK ptαqMQ
`BP pU´1qQP ´ 4 pU´1qQP ρ´1BP ρ˘ .
(6.20)
Finally inserting (6.6) and (6.11), we obtain
pUKK `L pU´1
M
pU´1N ˘K “ ´ΘMαptαqNK ` δNK ϑM ´ 92 ptαqNK ptαqMQ ϑQ , (6.21)
which implies (6.16) for the structure constants defined in (6.15), thereby verifying the equiva-
lence with (6.6), (6.11).
It is straightforward to verify that subject to (6.15), the gauge transformations of all bosonic
fields in (6.2) reduce to the correct gauge transformations in gauged supergravity. Let us
illustrate this for a vector of generic weight λ, for which the Scherk-Schwarz ansatz reads
VM px, Y q “ ρ´3λpU´1qNM pY qV N pxq “ ρ´3λ`1ppU´1qNM pY qV N pxq . (6.22)
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Using (6.15) and (6.17), its gauge transformation then takes the form
δΛV
M “ L
ΛK pU´1
K
`
ρ´3λ`1ppU´1qNM˘V N
“ ΛK
´
p´3λ` 1q`L pU´1
K
ρ
˘
ρ´3λ ppU´1qNM ` ρ´3λ`1L pU´1
K
ppU´1qNM¯V N
“ ρ´3λ`1ppU´1qNM ´p3λ´ 1qΛK ϑK V N ´ΛK XKLN V L¯ ,
(6.23)
from which we read off, inserting (6.16),
δΛV
N “ ´ΛK `ΘKα ` 92 ϑP ptαqKP ˘ptαqLN V L ` 3λΛK ϑK V N . (6.24)
This is the expected transformation in gauged supergravity with general trombone gauging and
in particular is compatible with (6.10) and (6.7) for λ “ 0 and λ “ 2
3
, respectively. As the
covariant derivatives and field strengths are defined in terms of generalized Lie derivatives (or
its antisymmetrization, the E-bracket), it follows immediately that also these objects reduce
‘covariantly’ under Scherk-Schwarz, e.g.,
Dµgνρpx, Y q “ ρ´2
`Bµ ´AµNϑN˘gνρ , (6.25)
DµMMN px, Y q “ UMPUNQ
´
BµMPQ ´ 2AµL
`
ΘL
α ` 9
2
ϑR ptαqLR
˘ ptαqpMPMNqP¯ .
In addition, the covariant two-form field strength reduces consistently,
Fµν
M px, Y q “ ρ´1 pU´1qNM FµνN pxq , (6.26)
with the D “ 5 covariant field strength FµνN given by
Fµν
M ” 2BrµAνsM `XKLM ArµKAνsL ` dMKLXKLNBµν N , (6.27)
and similarly for the three-form curvature. Finally, one can verify that internal covariant deriva-
tives ∇M , whose connection components are only partially determined in terms of the physical
fields, reduce covariantly under Scherk-Schwarz reduction for those contractions/projections
that are fully determined. To this end one may start from the vielbein postulate that relates
the Christoffel-type connections to the USp(8) valued ‘spin-connections’ and use the covariant
constraints that determine projections of the Christoffel connection, e.g., the generalized tor-
sion constraint (2.36). The latter then determines, via (6.11), the corresponding projections
of the spin connection in terms of the embedding tensor. The general analysis proceedes in
complete parallel to the discussion in [39]. In particular, with the geometric definition (2.49)
of the curvature scalar, which is independent of undetermined connections, it follows that the
potential reduces consistently and thus yields the scalar potential of five-dimensional gauged
supergravity, whose form is uniquely determined by supersymmetry.
Let us finally discuss the fermions ψµ
i and χijk, which transform under the local Lorentz
group USpp8q and are scalar densities of weight 1
6
and ´1
6
, respectively. Accordingly, the
Scherk-Schwarz ansatz simply reads
ψµ
ipx, Y q “ ρ´ 12 pY qψµipxq , χijkpx, Y q “ ρ
1
2 pY qχijkpxq . (6.28)
Note in particular that the ansatz does not involve a ‘rotation’ of the USpp8q indices by Killing
spinors, in contrast to conventional Kaluza-Klein compactifications. This is in accord with the
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fact that such a rotation is a USpp8q transformation, which in the context of EFT is a gauge
symmetry, and so would correspond to a deformation that is pure gauge and hence irrelevant.
By the above discussion, the supersymmetry variations (2.53), (2.54) reduce consistently under
Scherk-Schwarz. In particular, the terms in the fermion variations of (2.53) depending on the
internal covariant derivatives ∇M , whose connection components are fully determined, reduce
to the projections of the embedding tensor (more precisely, the ‘flattened’ embedding tensor
often referred to as the ‘T-tensor’) that determine the tensors A1 and A2 defining the fermion
shifts in gauged supergravity.
To summarize, the reduction ansatz (6.2), (6.28) describes a consistent truncation of E6p6q
EFT to a D “ 5 maximal gauged supergravity, provided the twist matrices satisfy the con-
sistency conditions (6.6) and (6.11). It is intriguing, that the match with lower-dimensional
gauged supergravity, does in fact not explicitly use the section constraint (provided the initial
scalar potential is written in an appropriate form) [25,39,45]. Formally this allows to reproduce
all D “ 5 maximal gauged supergravities, and it is intriguing to speculate about their possible
higher-dimensional embedding upon a possible relaxation of the section constraints that would
define a genuine extension of the original supergravity theories. For the moment it is probably
fair to say that our understanding of a consistent extension of the framework is still limited.
If on the other hand the twist matrices U do obey the section constraint (2.1), the reduction
ansatz (6.2), (6.28) translates into a consistent truncation of the original D “ 11 or type IIB
supergravity, respectively, depending on to which solution of the section constraint the twist
matrices U belong. With the explicit dictionary between EFT and the original supergravities,
given above for type IIB and in [13] for D “ 11 supergravity, the simple factorization ansatz
(6.2), (6.28) then translates into a highly non-linear ansatz for the consistent embedding of the
lower-dimensional theory.
7 Summary and Outlook
We have reviewed the E6p6q exceptional field theory and established the precise embedding of
ten-dimensional type IIB supergravity upon picking the corresponding solution of the section
constraint. Given that, as shown here, the resulting theory admits the full ten-dimensional dif-
feomorphism invariance, maximal supersymmetry and the global SLp2,Rq S-duality invariance,
its equivalence to type IIB supergravity is guaranteed on general grounds. It is nevertheless
useful to work out the explicit embedding. We have done so in this review by first matching
the gauge symmetries on both sides. On the type IIB supergravity side, this requires a number
of field redefinitions, which are largely analogous to those needed in conventional Kaluza-Klein
compactifications. On the exceptional field theory side, this requires a suitable parametriza-
tion of the E6p6q valued ‘27-bein’. We have then given the explicit dictionary from the various
components of the IIB fields to the EFT fields after solving the section constraint. We also
established the on-shell equivalence of both theories and in particular showed how the three-
and four-forms of type IIB, originating from components of the self-dual four-form in ten di-
mensions, are reconstructed on-shell in exceptional field theory in which these fields are not
present from the start.
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Having determined the precise embedding of type IIB into E6p6q exceptional field theory, we
can use the results of [39] on generalized Scherk-Schwarz compactifications in exceptional field
theory to give the explicit embedding of various consistent Kaluza-Klein truncations of type
IIB. The details will appear in [52]. In particular, this establishes the Kaluza-Klein consistency
of AdS5 ˆ S5 in type IIB and, more importantly, gives the precise embedding formulas. This
requires the precise interplay between various identities whose validity appears somewhat mirac-
ulous from the point of view of conventional geometry but which find a natural interpretation
within the extended geometry of exceptional field theory.
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